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South Side on South 'Hill · AUG 1 4 1978 · 
There Will be il~-~autd<W(])rr f <Wl11t~ert 
- ,~~d,Y. 
by Karen Stuhldreler 
There will be an outdoor· 
concert this Sunday featuring 
Southside Johnny and the 
Asbury Jukes. Although the 
contract has not yet been 
signed because time has been 
scarce, a. verbal agreement has 
been made between the Bureau 
of Concerts and the band's 
m,nager. A local warm up 
band that has not bee!l named 
will also play Sunday after-
noon. 
Dr. Correnti, Vice President 
of Campus and Student Af-
fairs, asked that the concert 
not be advertised in any form 
in order to avoid attracting a 
larger crowd. ''The ad-
ministration, according to Ed 
Felix, pr9duction chairperson 
of BOC;"'is afraid of creatting 
a mini Watkins Glen"' The 
BOC, in order to assure that 
future outdoor concerts will 
occur, complied with Dr. 
Correnti's decision not to ad-
vertise the concert. 
The outdoor. concert was 
initially cancelled for three 
reasons according to Corren-
tii: l) The scheduling of it for 
the weekend before finds when 
people need to study; 2) The 
health and saf~ problems 
... - -- -
which it presents; 3) The noise 
and disturbance which it 
elicits. 
In addressing these 
problems, the BOC has cut 
back the number of band~ 
from six to two and has cut 
back the number of hours to a 
maximum of four. The con-
cert will begin at I :00 and end 
at 5:00 pm. Also, free beer 
will not be available this year. 
published independently by the students of Ithaca College 
Dr. Correnti stated that the 
8.0.C. worked extremely well 
with him and he expressed his 
appreciation for their 
cooperation. 
Southside Johnny and the 
Asbury Jukes began by 
playing with Bruce 
Springsteen at the Stone Pony 
in Asbury Park, New Jersey. 
The .Jukes have recorded 
continued on pag_e.5_ 
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Ithaca College 
Ithaca.New York 
by Preston Stewart 
Approximately 500 people 
RALLY HELD 
bl d "d E b ""·::'£1:f''"!if&···~- ·v · assem e outst e g ert-- 1-,..;,~ ··;·_,·.·::;,_, .. ,:;, .·· •,;.,... . Union Wednesday to protest ,. '- !5' ;/ ... ,..:,'~-:--,'.~. " .. , •. •i . . ,. 
Ithaca College investments in ~:·: . \ · '.if-.,· · · :. 
South Africa and the_ invitati_on ~; \!" ,: . .:- ,.~ . . : ~ ... _ 
to U.~. Senator Dame) Patrick f> ::I#~. r:. · · .. ;.,., i~.>:- ·. 
Moynihan to speak at this• ·,r,lt~'. )· r1' • ·--~~ ·. 
years graduation. -:r11 
Faculty, staff, students, and, 
administration were on hand II\ 
for the rally which began 
promptly at 12:00 noon and 
lasted close to two hours. 
Many interpreted the large 
crowd the timing of the rally •. · 
[the union is always cro•·:ded 
around lunch time] and the 
fact that it was a clear sunny 
day. Nevertheless, the audi-
ence was generaUy involved 
and attentive to the · rallies 
speakers. 
The rally began with spea- · 
ker Todd Bernstein, leader of 
the Campus Coalition for the 
Liberation of Oppressed Peo-
ple, C.C.L.O.P .. Bernstein ex-
plained the reason for the rally 
and pointed out that "It's 
-been a long time . -since 
I.C. has seen something like 
this.'' He also revealed that 
while passing out divestment 
leaflets at the Bonnie Raitt 
concert last Saturday he was 
stopped by safety and mem-
bers of the Bureau of Con-
certs. Bernstein said he was 
told that he could not pass out 
the leaflets beyause it was not 
stipulated in Bonnie Raitts' 
contract. Later, during the 
concert, Bonnie Raitt an-
nounced her support of the 
rally and ur,ged students to 
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attend. "If we were passing men't to blacks in South Africa 
out leaflets for the American and that in fact more white 
Cancer Association would we South Africans are employed 
have had the same problem?" by these corporations than 
queried Bernstein. black South Africans even 
Bernstein introduced Ann Fut- though 85% of the pop-
lerton, a graduate student at ulation is black. Fullerton 
Cornell, as the second spea- pointed out that of the blacks 
ker. Fullerton was to educate who do work for these corpora-
the audience on corporate tions few hold high paying 
roles in South Africa. She an- influential jobs. She says it 
nounced that corporations do is the white minority that hold 
n_ot ~ovide heavy employ- the manegerial positions. 
. ~)~~~~~---
ll ... . ,. . ., 
.... ' 
•, .... 
~~LEFT 
Montana Morton 
"Never let schooling in-
ter/ere with your 
education. " 
-
The next speaker, professor 
of sociology Ray Davis, played 
on Fullerton's earlier state-
ments stating that the employ-
ment positions for blacks on 
the LC. campus is equiva-
lent to the racial occupational 
ladder in South Africa. 
Davis went on to speak 
about Moynihan. He cited re-
ports authored by Moynihan 
in the past and stated that the 
senator had "generalized 
from a minority of a race and 
slandered the majority.'' 
Davis was speaking of Moyni-
han 's report on the Negro 
family in 1965 in which he de-
veloped theories about prob-
lems within the black family. 
Fact sheets on Moynihan _were 
distributed during the rally to 
supplement Davis' speech 
[see open letter to the Com-
munity page ]. 
continued on page 7 
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HTHACAN 
HNQUBRER 
BY LINDA MELMAN 
PHOTOS BY GAIL LAHM 
Question: Are you aware that 
Ithaca College has a percen-
tage of its investments in 
corporations which operate in 
South Africa? Now that you 
are aware, if you weren't 
. before, do you feel we should 
relinquish our holdings? 
FINALLY 
If it accomplished nothing 
else, the Rally Wednesday 
brought unity to this campus 
that has been absent for too 
long. The rally partially a-
chieved what it set out to. It 
was first an educational forum 
that heightened people's a-
wareness concerning issues of 
racism that are prevalent and 
critical to this campus commu-
nity. Second, it provided this 
community with an opportuni-
ty to unite to demand a say in 
administrative decisions and 
policies. 
black community and many 
others on this campus. Via e-
ducated speakers this campus 
community was made aware 
Wednesday of how this col-
lege is both implicitly and ex-
plicitly maintaining the sys-
tem of racism as manifested 
by these recent issues. 
cerning Moynihan as com-
mencement speaker was ad-
dressed more forcefully and 
clearly than the divestment is-
sue was. 
Nevertheless, the rally a-
roused interest and incited in-
volvement unlike this campus 
has experienced for a very 
long time. The rally succee-
ded, via speakers and fact 
sheets that were handed out, 
to educate the people on this 
campus about racist policies 
that are being implemented 
here and now at this college. 
By having our money inves-
ted in corporations that have 
holdings in South Africa, this 
college is supporting a system 
of apartheid that maintains ! poverty conditions for South 
~ Africa's black majority. Fur-
'@! ther the invitation and pos-
@l 1_ibJe presence of Daniel Pat-
·@! rick Moynihan insulted the 
The rally, however, was 
misdirected to the extent that 
the issue of D. P. Moynihan as 
graduation speaker was more 
powerfully addressed aJJ.d thus 
generated more energy than 
the issue of divestment from 
corporations that have hol-
dings in South Africa. In that 
the issue of divestment is tan-
tamount to the issue of Moy-
nihan as graduation speaker, 
the two issues should have 
been treated · accordingly at 
the rally. Rather, it became 
apparent that the issue con-
The rally did not and could 
not hope to achieve immediate 
change concerning these poli-
cies but it was a beginning and 
a break in the apathy that has 
pervaded the campus life here 
for too long. People of the 1-
, thaca College campus have fi-
nally begun to "take a look". 
W Todd W. Bernstein, Pol. 79 Rich Bello, Phys.Ed 78 Yes, I did know. 
should be able to find th e I believe the time is long o er d h h" 
source!> of investment which over ue_ t at t. J? campus 
will enhance the economic community must JO~n to_gether 
growth of the college. and __ demand a v01~e. m ~he 
dec1s1ons our admm1strat10n 
.:-Ila and trustees render. In 
._ reference to holding invest-
ments in coporations which 
operate in South Africa, I feel 
the school is supporting a 
government which is legally 
racist and maintains its 
majority of the population in a 
position of complete subor-
dination. Therefore, we must 
divest! 
Susan Laraja, Spc.Path. 78 
I am aware of the situation. 
I think that it is the job of the 
students to start making the· 
rest of the campus aware o 
the problem and that· it is 
being handled in a good way. 
Yes, I feel we should divest. 
Jeff Bradley, His/Pol. 80 
Yes, and I think it should be 
. considered. 
Bob Weisman, Acc. 78 
If Ithaca College was any 
less endowment based our 
tuitions would increase at a 
faster pace then they already 
are, which is fast enough. We 
should stick with any invest-' K' G h rt S ·i. ·7 ments which give us a good 1~, ear 9 . • ocm. 9 
return for our money, as long s a pohcy t~at sh?uld at 
as they are legal. leaSt be exammed m the 
· future. 
Community Must Listen 
To the Editor: policy or vice versa. Moynihan as a politician has the 
power to enact public policy based 
on his own research. This is often 
dangerous· since it becomes dif-
ficult to assess whether research is 
being done to back up public 
For exam ply in I 965 Daniel P. 
Moynihan as head of the Office of 
Policy Planning and Research 
<United States . Department of 
continued on page 13 
It wa~ with amazement that we 
learned of Daniel Patrick 
Moynihan's invitation to be this 
years commencement speaker. It 
has always been our understan-
ding that graduation speakers are 
supposed to symbolize the Di·vest t D 't M tt 
esteemed values of the graduatmg men oesn a er 
' class. In our opinion, D.P. 
Moynihan stands in direct con- To the Editor: to see how divestmti,t will 
tradiction to many of the beliefs Yesterday we were among bring about any change. It is 
and ideals of all of us. His presen- the many who observed the e- quite evident that by divesting 
ce at graduation will be an insult motion stirring rally in front of LC. will have no effect on the 
to the integrity of each and every Egbert Union. Though we apartheid government, for the 
one of us. both hold strong beliefs that stocks will only be re-purcha-
. Daniel P. Moynihan is part of a the apartheid practices of sed by the tycoon's of Bos-
new breed of politicians. He is a South Africa are unjust, and ton's State Street and Wall 
j'social-science politico' a person that LC. as a community and Street of N. Y.C. SecQndiy, it 
who· combines "scientific resear- academic institution has a mo- is impossible for Ithaca Cat-
ch" will full time involvement in ral obligation to condemn ~ege or any other educational 
"politics." In other words, these _unjuSt policies.. We fail · continued on page 13 
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Letters_ sections are provided as 
a service by the ITHACAN as a 
cummunity forum. AU Op-Ed 
and Letters material must be 
submitted by Tuesday at 5 p. m. 
for Thursday publication. The 
writer must include his/her 
name and college position: e.g. 
graduating year, if student, and 
-
department. The ITHACAN 
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All material, submitted becomes 
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will not be returned. Materials 
submitted are not guaranteed 
space for publication. 
Moynihan: Bad Politics 
by Charles Ratcliff 
anonomous person but 
While the quantity of his Senator Moynihan has been 
credentials is vast many mem- one of the most influential 
bers of the community are people in this country for the 
dissatisfied with the choice of last two decades. His en-
Moynihan as graduation roneous perception of reality 
speaker and it is the quality of has justified his advocation of 
his work tht they cite. Many a policy of 'benigh neglect' 
people feel that Moynihan is a towards Afro-Americans and 
racist and examination of his other minorities. This policy 
record lends credence to this is worse than doing nothing 
allegation. Much of his because he also advocates 
research has been devoted to keeping all the factors which 
ethnic and racial minocities in keep Blacks where they are in-
America and the conclusions tact because they are the same 
he draws about them are un- factors that keep him where he 
categorically wrong. it is his is. 
contention that the condition Racism at Moynihans level 
in which minorities live in this is a national problem. Many 
country are not the result of community members feel that 
oppression and exploitation Moynihan represents the worst 
but, ·rather, their own aspects of American politics 
weaknesses which render them and, therefore, are upset with 
incapable of responding him as a choice. The Campus 
positively to aid from the Coalition to Liberate Op-
inherently superiour White pressed People (CCLOP) is 
anglo-Saxons of this country. addressing the Moynihan 
To say" that this demonstrates question in addition to our 
a racist perspective on the South African investments 
world is to grossly understate because they feel the two, 
the issue. It would. be bad issues are related. Both issues 
enough if these were merely are reflecions of the same at-:rtrrutrtt~ntin"ed on page 14 
by The Executive Commillee 
of the AAUP 
Last October, the Natio-
nal American Association of 
University Professors, Wa-
shington D.C., contacted Pre-
sident Whalen on behalf of 
Prof. Rosalind Grippi (Art His-
tory Program). Prof. Grippi 
requested the assistance of 
the National AAUP because 
she had been turned down for 
tenure in May 1977 through 
the institution of an abruptly 
introduced new tenure policy, 
and was then denied appeal 
procedure by Administration, 
despite the fact that such ap-
peal is guaranteed by the 1972 
Governance Document of the 
College, which is part of all fa-
culty contracts through June, 
1978. 
On the basis of the infor-
THE ltHACAN, April 27, 1978 paee 3 
been postponed because of the Hoard in May, 1977 with-
Whalen's new policy on early out further evaluation." 
tenure. In 1976 Ms. Grippi On March 6, 1977, Dr. 
was completing her fifth (not Whalen announced to the Fa-
ber sixth) year of full-time tea- culty a new tenure policy 
ching, and had been told by which included the creation of 
the Dean that hers was not an a Tenure and Promotion 
early tenure decision because Committee for evaluation, and 
of the extensive service she which would require the ter-
gave to the College during the minal degree for consideration 
previous four years she had for tenure. The new policy 
been part-time. The Dean had instituted without consultation 
written, "Her total service to with the faculty altho~gh the 
the College was far more than · Faculty Handbook stipulates 
equivalent to the normal ex- that All-college tenure and 
pectation specified in the Fa- promotion policy is a prime re-
culty Handbook for eligibility sponsibility of Faculty Coun-
for tenure consideration". cil. In May, 1977, Dr. Whalen 
However, Pres. Whalen as- informed Prof. Grippi that the 
sured Ms. Grippi in writing, Board of Trustees, at its Mav 
through the Provost, that her meeting, had not grant~d- h~Jr 
name would be brought before rn11tin11ed on f]af!.e /3 
mation oin Ms. Grippi's com- _A _]m1·:n11.· Qtll'W t· Il 
plaint, Dr. Knight of the Wa- U ~ .u. 8 l0fi gno:JreS 
shington D.C. office wrote to G · k 1D 
President Whalen of the con- ree j[ rograffi 
cern of the AAUP "with the by Greek Program of'79 
apparent change in the sub- Over a year ago Frank Fal- Greek Programs ran under a 
stantive standards at Ithaca cone gave us his reason for not different Administrati-. 
College for determining whe- implementing the Greek Stud- Malve Slocum filled the po-
ther or not a faculty member ies Program. "Because we do sition of Foreign Studies Di-
will receive tenure", without not have a Foreign Studies Di- rector in the Fall of 1977 · She 
giving faculty an adequate rector to deal with this matter, soon became familiar with the 
transition period to adjust to I cannot approve of this pro- program. and immediately 
the new standards. gram." This was a reasor.able showed her support. She gave 
Ms. Grippi was evaluated claim since there was no Fo- the program her personal es-
for tenure during the 1975-76 reign Studies Director at the cort through the proper chan-
academic year and was favo- time of Spring 1977. However, nels for approval. Dean Tom 
rably recommended by a fa- the program was originally Longin supported the pro-
culty committee, the Dean of conceived by Dr. Joyce El- gram, the budget for the pro-
Humanities and Sciences and brecht back in 1973. It then gram was approved, and full 
the _Provost. Following the ran once in 1974, and then a- academic approval was given 
meeting of the Board of Trus- gain in 1975. This is not a new by all departments involved, 
tees on May 14, 1976, Dr. program and Frank Falcone i.e. the Literature, Philoso-
Whalen informed Ms. Grippi, has known about it for years. phy, and Politics Depart-
through the Provost, that a Significantly, the first two ments. After a full vear, the 
decision on her tenure had continued on page 14 
To the Editor: 
'Nostalgia Next to Nothing' 
Another point I would like to 
make is that Student Gover-
nment depends on the school 
newespaper. We must rely on 
the paper for a verylarge per-
centage of our publicity. If we 
do not have a school 
nnewspaper which is at very 
least somewhat dependable, 
Student Government cannot 
be successful. Here again, the 
paper also must rely on the in-
terest of the Student Body. 
I would also like to take this 
opportunity to say that in my 
view stude_nts. in American 
Universities today are 
gradually losing many of the 
rights they gained in the six-
ties, .and that if students do 
not deal with thisnow, we are 
only making things worse for 
those to come alter us. 
Perhaps this is how it must be-
we are subtly taken until we 
can't take it any more. Then 
we fight to get our rights back 
only to have them slowly 
stripped over again. Still, as in 
anything we will never know 
what we can do without trying 
and we might even learn 
something along the way. 
So with nostalgia next to 
none l would like to say that I 
have always had high hopes 
for Ithaca College, and I 
always will, and I wish the 
Ithaca ~ollege community 
would join me in these hopes 
because I feel that is half the 
battle. 
Jdf Eden 
I began this year with an 
abundance of enthusiasm 
about all students could do to 
help themselves. Since that 
time my enthusiasm has been 
drastically tempered. I feel 
that Student Government is 
severely limited by two major 
factors: the first is fairly ob-
vious yet I believe it needs to 
be said. Our top priority as 
students should be our 
academics. We therefore, 
unlike a state or federal gover-
nment, only have a fraction of 
Divestment only the first step 
our time to devote to our TotheEditor: and there is no way that one the South African gover-
governmental responsibilities. can rationalize that fact away. nment, they arc therefore sup-
The second factor is interest or While attending the rally The issue a, hand, however, porting it. The government is 
incentive. Most students ae last Wednesday, I was is the divestment of Ithaca a repressive regime, run by 
not interested in what Student genuinely surprised at the College's assets in companies whites, even though they are in 
Government does. Those who number of people who were that havve operations in South the minority. The majority, 
· get involved like myself even- "not interested," or who sim- Africa. (Whether or not blacks, are relegated an ·m-
tually begin to wonder why ply did not care. Apparently I Daniel P. Moynihan speaks at ferior status in South Africa; 
they are so involved if nobody w·as naive in thinking that graduation is secondary; after wages, civil liberties and their 
cares what they are doing for more people would support a all, Moynihan is only one very way of life dictated to 
Ithaca. College, and they're raliy, and a cause that ad- man, whereas apartheid is a them by a rascist system. By 
not getting paid or receiving vocates more equality. The social system.) affecting a policy of divest-
credit for the many hours they same is true for the women's Why should we divest? ment, we can in our own small 
put in. movement and the difficulties This, of course is the first way help stop rascism in South 
l_am not saying give up, nor in passing the ERA amen- point that should be· under- Africa, and highlight the 
am I seeking sympathy for dmant, they are only asking stood. As spelled out in the inherant racial tendancies that 
Student Government. I for more equality. The fact sheet on South Africa, capitalism contains. 
merely wish the Student :Body question that I keep askink Ithaca College has investments If we do divest, won't the 
to know the constraints within myself is, what is wrong with in companies like Exxon, college lose money, thereby 
which Student Government more equality? Honeywell and Coltex. These causing tuition to increase? 
monetary/economic values 
with the idea of human liberty 
and dignity. Can we do this 
and feel good about it? 
Would our investment still be 
a "good" investment? 
Above all, I think that 
divestment is only the first step 
in a long stairway. the desire 
to eliminate all sexist, rascist 
and class barriers must con-
tiue, even though the odds, as 
l see them from here, may 
seem insurmountable. if we 
persist in our efforts, someday 
we may succeed. At that 
point, all we will have left to 
fear will be the threat of 
nuclear contamination and the 
over-concentration of 
power/authority, commonly 
known as fascism. 
operates, and that these con- I think that many people are are multinational cor- !his is a valid argument, and 
straints will only loosen when afraid that their "privileged'.' porations, with imere~ts 1s probably true. But if this 
students begin to take an in- position may ~e threat_en·ed if spread out far a~d wide, in- affects our stand on divest-
terest . in what is going on we sJart to fiddle w~th the eluding South Africa. Because ment, then J think we would 
/~pii114(hen;i..' ' '' . I ... still\.l~.,q,up;,, I ~~scism. AS .·,b~d ••.. .the~e, corni,anies',pa~. fax"es:fu ,1_'.th~n.' . ' ',be ' ' .C~.u_a,ting-,._· _J~\h;~: ~'!ff~B._Y,\/;' ::-.'// .. :,\·~:\I 
·-l 
'. ' ~~ 
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UNIONIZATION 
Will Benefit Students 
by John Nader 
Past Student Body President 
The issue of faculty 
unionization affects students 
more than any other issue 
which has been raised on this 
campus in recent years. 
Unionization will be beneficial 
to the students in many ways. 
, ting the fact that academics 
cannot be reduced to such a 
ievel. 
If the faculty do not 
unionize, the quality of 
education in the classroom will 
decrease. The faculty are 
professional people yet they 
have consistently been treated 
like unskilled workers with 
their responsibilities being dic-
tated from above. The result 
tias been demoralization and 
instability to give 100 percent 
in the classroom. Dr. Whalen 
himself implied that he viewed 
faculty as nonprofessionals 
when he told Pam Burke, a 
student, that "the faculty and 
staff will look for any excuse 
to ta~e a day off from work." 
By undermining their 
professionalism and creating 
demoralization, Dr. Whalen 
has damaged the quality of 
education we pay so dearly 
for. Because of the ad-
ministration's attitude, many 
faculty have refused to con-
tinue providing extra activities 
and programs - and that hurts 
students. 
Only unionization can 
enable faculty to regain power 
over academic decisions. The 
administrative centralization 
of power has necessitated that those faculty fighting for 
students join with faculty in unionization of they expect to 
order to have their interests gain their power. Removing 
served. People spend a great ·or. Whalen is not enough. He 
deal of time talking about was hired by the Board of 
stuent apathy but they do not Trustees as a "hatchet-man" 
understand the real situation. in order to clean up the mess 
Students are not apathetic - President Phillips left behind. 
th~Y. are _repressed._ 'The ad- R\!placing Dr. Whalen woudl 
mm1strat1on has stripped them only result in the Board 
of all their power. Students no replacing him with' another 
longer get involved, not president capable of doing the 
because they do not care, but same job. ·only faculty 
because they feel it will not unionization can force the 
change anything. Hut students Board of Trustees and the 
still have potential power, sin- Ohio-Newton Gang to 
ct: the college is 93 percent negotiate on,rather than die-
dependent ontheir money. tate, decisions affecting all of 
The students must side with our lives. 
The Administration has .cen-
tralized power on this campus, 
beginning first with the 
creation of the "Ohio-Newton 
Gang". Although the Ithacan 
jas written about its existence, 
the power this group holds has 
never been delved into. The 
Ohio-Newton Gang is a 
conglomeration of Dr. 
Whalen's 'boys' from past in-
stitutions who have been 
palced in key administrative Is Ineffective OveraReaction 
positions here at Ithaca by Robert Jenkins 
College in order to form a the jack rabbit speed with 
"tightly-knit" ruling body. Collective bargaining will not which the NLRB bureaucrats 
While Walter Borton, Dr· ameliorate the problems which have been able to arrive at a 
Whalen's right-hand man for we are facing at Ithaca decision on the March 3rd 
many years, sees no problem College. Those that say that it vote. The time lag we've ex-
with this practice, it has will ar the "true believers" perienced is not atypical. For 
profound implications for the who have taken the instance, the faculty of 
running of this college. Kierkegaardian "Faith Leap" Cooper Union, a little private 
This cohesive group has that separates them from college in the metro area, has 
seen fit to run this school ac- reason. The NLRB has been trying to decertify their 
cording to business priorities repeatedly ruled that gover- _ agent for over a year now. 
at that expense of academics. nance need not be negotiated, The group in power has 
The administration has In each of the strike ctions in stynied a vote by continually 
restructured channels of New York State, this year, submitting unfair labor prac-
decision-making so that they governance was the prime tice charges (all of which have . 
now make all decisions, in- issue. After all the time and been denied) to the NLRB. 
eluding academic ones. energy waited in the strikers We don't need coliective 
Professors feel that the faculty not one gain was made. Even bargaining at Ithaca. We 
are more qualified to make in the face of these facts the don't need the certain finan-
these academic decisions - and "believers" ccontinue to state cial encumberance to the 
rightly so, since that is their that, "somehow you can get at faculty in the way of dues and 
profession. the governance issue." When to the institution in the way of 
Administrators have made asked for examples where legal and administrative costs. 
decisions detrimental to faculties have gained or There is not persuasive eviden-
academia, such as the change regained power they fail to cc to indicate that 
to thee-credit courses. While come up with a name. In fact, ,unionization will provide any 
the law concerning credits was statements by union officials real advantage over traditional 
applicable to introductory have affirmed that ad- approaches to conflict 
courses only, the ad- ministrations are learning their resolution. Therefore, we will 
ministration found it more rights and are becoming much spend the extra money to buy 
·convenient to extend this to all tougher at the bargaining the "emperor's new clothes". 
courses, including seminars table. We don't need another layer 
and tutorials. In making this Unionization and all the rules of administrators at Ithaca. 
decision, they increased both accompanying it add another We certainly don't need any 
student and faculty course encumberance that this school part time administrators. 
loads, resulting in less office does not need. A few months We don't need devisive forces 
hours an·d advising time back believers were saying that operting at Ithaca. A union 
available to students. The the rules provided a way to must conduct "witch hunts" 
decision was made in order to streamline and normalize to varify itself. The need to be 
create uniformity and decision making. Well, hasn't about its duty is potentiated 
economic efficiency, neglec- it been wonderful to witness when the likelihood of ob-
; ...... ~.-.... - • - • - • - • - ·--. - • - .. - • -,- - ...... , " - Ill - ........ -. 
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tammg pos1t1ve changes in 
working conditions (contract 
hours, pay, etc.) is non-
reality. 
We don't need a force.which 
will inflict special losses on 
faculty minorities. The 
traditional union stance which 
protects seniority is in direct 
conflict with affirmative ac-
tion. The recently hired can be 
bumped and replaced by more 
senior members of other 
departments who hold only 
minimal qualifications. 
We don't need to go back to 
square one and give up gains 
that we have made. 
Unionization will almost cer-
tainly mean we will no longer 
have a faculty trustee. Nor 
will we be apt to have faculty 
search committees for Deans 
and central administrators. 
Say 
by Harvey Frreside 
On March3, a -majority of the 
I.C. faculty-144 out of 242-voted 
for one of the two options th 
would establish collective 
barrgaining. The platforms of 
both groups, AAUP and ICFA, 
stressed the need to prota.1 the 
rights of teachers, rather than 
narrow economic issues. 
Administrations have con-
sistently refused to allow 
faculty to chose their boss un-
der collective bargaining con-
tracts. 
To hear some believers speak 
is to know they subscribe to 
the Russian proverb - what's 
ours is ours and what's yours 
is negoti:ible. Implicit in 
baraining is the need for give 
and take. Quite frankly the 
~(acuity doesn't have all that 
fnuch to give. Who or what 
will become the pqwns to be 
bargained away? 
The movement toward 
unionization has b~en a type 
of knee jerk response to the 
mode of-administration of Jim 
Whalen. It is an unnecessary 
over reaction and will most 
likely prove quite ineffective. 
'Yes' 
The faculty's vote reflected a 
realization that the rights it had 
taken for granted during the past 
decade were now in jeopardy: 
those spelled out in the AAUP 
Statements on Academic Freedom 
and Governance, the independent 
role of the. Faculty <;ouncil, the _ 
procedural guarantees _ of the 
tenure system anct' of the appeals 
that the 1977 Governance 
documents omitted the AAUP 
statements tht had been included 
in previous handbooks. They 
were offered no recourse for ad-
verse · decisions on their 
promotions and tenure,- merely an 
appeal to the president's office. 
They agreed with the chairman of 
the Faculty Council, who con-
cluded that, since new rules were 
being rammed through ·against the 
council's opposition, "there is 
only one course for us to take, and 
that is unionization." 
• -Reveled in th;'delicate savor'9f . .- -. 
I a fresh Brook Trout stuffed with Pears·a_rid Che~tnuts. -- ·1 pr~tv members felt concerned 
I M:arveled at the el~gance, Qf,flavors'of: : , · · • 
The day before last year's 
commencement, 16 of 22 faculty 
learned that they were being 
denied tenure and promotion 
despite the recommendation of 
their departments and deans. Ony 
continued o~f!!'¥e 15 
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Rape in Ithaca~ A true story 
What a night! It was great 
seeing MG back together 
a:gain. Why end it soon. 
Wait. .. Where did everyone 
go? How will we get to that 
party? Whe·re is it? Nelson 
Rod? It's 1 :30. We'll be sure 
to catch someone going up the 
hill. 
Standing in front of Roth-
child's no longer than IO 
minutes and a car pulls up. A 
guy and a girl - looks safe. 
"We're headed up to Nelson 
Road." He, a typical 
"townie" and says he'll "get 
us there". She, we assume his 
girlfriend, kept to herself. 
Arriving at our destination, 
he pulls to the side of the road 
to let us out - naturally. He 
turns ar.ound and tells 
us ... We're not getting out. 
Wait a minute - not us - this 
can't be happening to us - it 
can't be. My whole life 
flashed through my mind. 
This is it, what I thought could 
only happen to someone else. 
In desperation, L. reaches for 
the door. His fist smashed 
across her face. No ---stop it. 
I feel my leg being gripped so 
tightly. I know what's going 
through your mind L. ---hold 
on to me ---We're in this 
together. "Face the back of 
the car and keep you mouths 
shut." He put blind folds on 
us. Here we go! Where are we 
going? Why are you doing 
this? Please let us out! "We 
are teaching you a lesson for 
hitchiking and this is the only 
way to learn it. No L., don't 
turn around ---oh no! ---there, 
his fist at her face again. "We 
promise never to hitchike 
again - we won.'t, I swear it! I 
guess they don't believe us. 
Tht buzz I put on at Nite 
Court went away mighty 
quick. Oh dear God, we're 
gonna die ---we are going to 
DIE! I wonder if someone will 
find our bodies. Mom, Dad, 
Family ---I'm sorry. I can pic-
ture their faces when they hear 
the news. Newspaper clip-
pings ---the slain bodies of two 
girls have just been discovered 
---Wow, tht's us - it can't be 
happening. He stopped the 
car. Opening the trunk? Oh, 
what next? What has she got . 
in her hand? A knife. I can 
already feel ti going through 
my neck. What's going on? 
Don't take L. away from me! 
Where are you taking her? 
Take me with her. She's gone. 
Is he going to put her in the 
trunk? No? What's he doing 
with her? Why is hse out there 
with him and you with me? 
I'm going out there with her --
let me go! Is he going to rape 
her? She's screaming - God, 
*Concert 
~,,,muedfrom page 1 
musch of Springsteens music 
and have a sound similar to 
his. They have released two 
albums thus far, I Don't Want 
To Go Home, and This Time 
Its for Real. The BOC has 
paid $5,000 for the band to 
appear. 
A scaffolding stage with a 
fifty by thirty foot area must 
be located by Sunday. · The 
stage must be level so a regular 
stage is not feasible because it 
will sink. 
If it rains Sunday the con-
cert will take place in the Ben 
. Light Gymnasium. 
~-~--------~-------------, i rk~ci'-~-~~~~---1 
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will be shown 
onAPRIL28 
at 8:00 PM 
I 
I've never h~arct those kinds of 
screams for real before. She's 
calling me - let me out. Please 
don't point that knife so close 
to my neck. I'll try to get out 
one more time • I've got to 
help her - she needs me. She's 
not going to let me out. She's 
on top of me. She's not going 
to let me out. She's hurting 
me - her filthy, grimy hands on 
my breasts. Get off of me! 
She's still screaming for me -
WHAT THE HELL IS HE 
DOING TO HER?! Oh, L., I 
love you and I don't want him 
to hurt you. I'll go out there. 
Let her back in the car. 
Please, tell him to let her go. 
No, no, no, no, no, tis can't be 
happening. 
Struggling to get out, 
hearing her screams, 
struggling to get out, hearing 
her screams ... God, I never 
thought she could scream like 
that! 
She's tying my hands 
together so I can't try to get 
out anymore. Get that knife 
away from me! Please tell him 
to let her go - PLEASE. Oh, 
here they come. L's shaking 
like I've never seen before. 
Oh, L., I'm here, hold on to 
me - oh, you're a mess! Oh 
God - you're shaking and 
crying - oh L., we're going to 
make it! I know he hurt you. 
That's right - hold on to me -
I'm right here. Oh, please 
stop shaking - you're O.K .... is 
tis really happening? 
He's taking us back. Thank 
God, Thank God, Thank 
God, Thank God!!! No, we 
won't ever hitchike again. 
Yes, we learned our lesson. 
Our names? Addresses? 
Parents' names? Yes, we'll 
give you any information you 
want. No, we won't ever tell 
anyone about this. Never, 
never, never. We won't look 
at the license plate - no we'll 
do whtever you say - just LET 
US GO!!! Thank you for 
teaching us this lesson. Yes, 
we won't turn around to see 
the car after you let us out. 
They're gone. We're alone. 
Where are we? Those red 
lights - we must have to go this 
way - Nelson Road. We're 
back on Nelson Road. That's 
it L., hold on to me - I'm 
holding on to you. Your face 
hurts? No, it looks fine -
really. (Actually, it's swollen 
and bruised and looks all 
distorted. He must've really 
hit you hrd)). Keep walking, 
not too much further. We're 
gonna make it, we're gonna 
make it, we're gonna ... lt's 
over, over, over ... 
But it's not really over, un-
fortunately. This horrifying 
experience took place six mon-
ths ago and the impact of it is 
still frsh in our minds. The 
occurrence itself was 
frightening enough but the 
traumatic after-effects are 
next to impossible to over-
come. 
But we're still alive - we 
were lucky. 
We've told our story. We 
want you to know. We never 
thought it could happen to us -
it did. Being sophomores at 
Ithaca College, we, too, have 
heard plenty of statistics and 
dangers of hitchiking and have 
always ignored them. 
Hopefully, our story won't be 
ignored. Remember, we're 
still alive. Maybe you won't 
be so lucky. 
An Evening With ... 
RJITH fjORDOJ\l 
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Sponsored by SAB Weekly Activities Committee 
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'A Raisin' in the Strand 
by Amanda Oczkowskt and 
Karen Stuhldreher 
Kuumba performed Lor-
raine Horesberry's "A Raisin 
In the Sun" on Friday, April 
21 at the Strand Theatre. Ear-
lier productions of Kuumba in-
clude "A Shattered Leaf is 
Hard to Find" and "The Me 
Nobody Knows." 
The play was produced by 
Sharon Myrie and directed by 
Laura Fowler, who was direct-
ing the first and second shows 
of her career. Fowler did ex-
tensive research for the play. 
She interviewed Clayton Ri-
ley, a critic, and Shauneille 
Perry, cousin of the author. 
action was more than com- the end of the production, Music. major, were well cast. 
pensated for. The energetic, Hamilton delivered a very per- Williams played the thought-
powerful performances of the suasive and competent inter- provoking and conscience-
cast picked things up. pretati_on of the young son. He provoking Joseph Asazai and 
Gloria McConner, a junior effectively portrayed Walter Nix played his opposite as 
psych major who played Lena Lee's struggle to achieve man- George Murchi!Z>n, the ste-
Younger (Mama) was the dri- hood, and to transcend the reotyped college1 boy. Ruth 
ving force of the play. She de- bondage of his economic situa- Younger, played by freshman 
livered a command perform- tion. Drama major Veronica Smith, 
ance which has been une- Cynthia Green, a freshman was weak and lacked character 
quailed in any other I.C. pro- Communications major, dilineation. Instead of portray-
duction this year. The fact that played a witty, sardonic, and ing the subtle strength of 
she is an amateur makes her bitter Beneatha Younger, who Ruth's character, Smith al-
accomplishment that much continually disdained and , lo~eq the weariness felt by 
more impressive. Her acting · tried to rise above the poverty Ruth Younger to dominate her 
was compassionate and mov- and unhappiness surrounding interpretation. Tyrone Oli-
ing; more than that, she ema- her. Both Lloyd Williams, ~- phaut, a sophomore Biology 
nated Lena Younger's junior Drama m_ajor, and The- . major, looked uncomfort;ible 
strength and unifying control oplutias R. Nix, Jr., a junior - and too old in the role of the 
over her family. The two inci-
dents in which McConner 
adolescent Travis Younger, 
but considering he was a last-
minute stand-in for the origi-
nal 14 year-old boy, he was a 
sufficient replacement. 
Nick Moore, a sophomore 
P.E. major, was adequate as 
Bobo, Walter Lee's partner in 
business schemes, and Mark 
Sterling, a junior Music major, 
became the successful~ but 
perhaps, unintentional ·comic 
relief in his role as Karl 
Linder. 
Once again the unique ad-
hesive closeness and profes-
sionalism of Kuumba pro-
duced a play well done and 
well worth seeing. 
Although the basic struc-
ture of the drama was held to-
gether by cohesive direction, 
the opening act had little im-
petus or drive. Scene I was es-
pecially slow; if the action had 
been directed with more ener-
gy, perhaps the play would not 
have been three hours long. 
shed real tears of anguish 
were the most dramatic scenes 
of the play, and helped her to 
earn a well-deserved standing 
ovation. 
Student Trustee Gets Two Years 
The set design created by 
Benay Forrest, although 
sparse, was effective and evo-
cative of the poverty surround-
ing the Younger Family. 
The energy lacking in the 
Forrest Hamilton, a fresh-
man Drama major, played a 
fairly convincing Walter Lee. 
Although he was not forceful 
enough Tii Tfie beginning, by 
lI.C. Prof __in_ 
Museum Exhibit 
organization than on the sub-
stantial form and disquieting 
character of the everyday ob-
jects he portrays." 
by Karen Stu_hldreher 
Only three nominees for 
Student Trustee were selected 
by this year's Executive Board 
of Student Government to be 
submitted for consideration by 
the Board of Trustees. The 
three nominees are 
sophomores Bette Ann Sacks, 
Robert Sturm, and Fred 
Hamilton. Only three of the 
original ten nominees were 
selected because the Executive 
Board decided to disclude 
(Lffl[e(B~ 
juniors so that the Student 
Trustee would be elected to 
two year term rather than the 
usual one year term. 
The Executive Board deter-
mined that it is best for the 
Student Body to have a 
Student Trustee that is in of-
fice for 2 years. The Board of 
Trustees only meets three 
times a year;· thus, the student 
trustee never advances beyond 
learning the policies and 
operations of the board in 0 
one term. According to Jeff 
Eden President of Student 
Congress "At the end of one 
year the trustee is just begin-
ning to get his or her feet we~" 
Eden said. A two year term 
would enable the trustee to 
have a better understanding of 
what is going on. 
The final selectio~ for 
student trustee _will be made at 
the Board of Trustees meeting 
before graduation. 
The Everson Museum in 
Syracuse is holding a one-man 
exhibition of the drawings of 
Salvatore Grippi, professor of art 
at ithaca College, through Fri-
day, May 21. 
The EVERSON MUSEUM 
of ART BULLETIN says of the 
exhibit "Working with common-
place objects, rendered to con-
vey a convincing physical pre-
sence, Salvatore Grippi achieves 
a surreal-like intensity in his 
work. The artist insists no less 
on the value of abstract relation-
ships of light, space and pictorial 
Grippi studied at the Art 
Students' League, Atelier 17 and 
under a two-year Fulbright -
grant at the Instituto Statale 
I Would Have Askedooo 
d'Arte, Florence, Ithaly. ___ _ 
The e~hibition also will be 
shown in the Handwerker Gal-
lery of the Caroline Werner 
Gannett Center on the Ithaca 
College campus next fall to open 
the 1978-79 season of exhibits in 
that Gallery. 
o AIR CONDITIONED o 
To the Editor: 
I would have asked the stu-
dent trustee how many meet-
ings she had attended, how 
Jong they were, and where 
they were held. I would have 
asked the woman who the 
~~ e t1 
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trustees were, if she had a 
voice in decisions, what the 
nature of the job is. I would 
have inquired if it took any 
speci?I talents to be a trustee, 
if the trustees skip meetings, 
and if they are prepared for 
them. I would have sounded 
the student trustee on the sub-
ject of whether the trustees 
look toward the president for 
imput on what the students 
a~i~ing, _if she could get 
llll OAYBURGH 
aft Al.ANBATES 
R tiiiinarrled 
iao,assa, Wolllall 
NITELY 7:;iGA 10:00 
MATINEF.SAT&SUN 1:15 
WF.D&THUR.'iONLY. 
'DERSU'UbUl 
'IHll'lllJJ@!ll 
administrators to reveal th~ir 
salaries, just what the powers 
of the board are. I would have 
asked Julie Stromstead what 
she had learned from her ex-
perience and if it was a step-
ping stone to great things in 
the outside world. But the fact 
of the matter is that the- - • 
stood me up twice, and there 
was no time to set up another 
interview. One must ask one-
self if this person has the best 
interests of the students at 
heart, What ever happened to 
the girl who worked in' t~e 
dishroom with me, slop up to 
the elbows and speaking of 
plans to hitch across the coun-
try? What's this pretense? It 
is great to see someone who is 
ambitious, vital, aggressive, 
busy, an all-American Stu-
dent, but what price do you 
have to pay for your human-
ity? 
; Chester Caswell 
.IIICK-E.f'S' I 
2l0tS.'1'itpSt-. 
lt ... ,'N.Y. 
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*RALLY 
continued from paf!.e I 
··Nothing need be done for 
blacks until they straighten 
out," Davis said summarizing 
a Moynihan report. 
Davis closed his speech 
by telling the audience, 
"Given his [Moynihan's] track 
record on other things, 1 
don't want to sec him here-
and 1', not telling you what to 
do but if I come [to gradua-
tion] I'll walk out. .. although 
we arc involved in South 
Africa we have a prior respon-
sibility to take care of things at 
home ... I wish you well and I 
am with you." The audience 
responded with a lengthy 
round of warm applause. 
Politics professor Montana 
Morton followed Davis. She 
addressed the issue of our-
selves and what can be done 
here at J.C. "Oppressed peo-
means me, "she said and con-
tinued "whether I', in Brazil 
whether I'm in South Africa, 
or whether I'm here at Ithaca 
College it means me... YOu 
can not insist on the liberation 
of Africans until you insist on 
the liberation of African 
Americans." 
Morton implied that it was 
up to the individual to weed 
out joppression. "You root 
out the fungus where ever you 
find it. If you see it across the 
room, across the hall, across 
the campus, or across the 
ocean, you root it out," she 
stated 
Professor Morton warned 
that students demand more 
control over their lives at 
Ithaca College. "If you do no-
thing y.ou are nothing," she 
said. Morton concluded by 
saying, "Never let schooling 
interfere with your education" 
and stepped down to resound-
ing applause. 
Student Tony Rowser, last 
of the scheduled speakers 
explained the type of demon-
stration he felt appropriate for 
the Commencement Cere-
monies. He said, "I urge all 
seniors to stand up when this 
man [Moynihan] is announced 
and leave... It is important 
that we show this administra-
tion that we will not stand for 
this nonsense." Rowser, him-
self a senior, is chairperson of 
the Afro-Latin Society. 
When many thought that 
the rally had come to an end, 
can issue. "I am more than 
prepared to take up with the 
Board of Trustees your con-
cern -over our investments in 
South Africa," he said. Wha-
len passed on full responsi-
bility to the Board of Trustees 
since it is they who determine 
I.C. investments. "I too am 
concerned," he stated. 
When Whalen spoke on the 
subject of Moynihan he was 
heckled by hostile ralliers. 
"No one group decides who 
speaks. It is a collegiate 
event," explained Whalen. 
wanted action and it was an 
insult to her to have Moynihan 
speak here. 
Whalen began to 1·c::spond 
to the student when Bernstein 
recalled him to the pod-
ium. He presented Whalen 
with petitions demanding di-
vestment and warned him that 
"there are a lot of people out 
there and we won't stand for 
it anymore." 
Whalen accepted the pe-
titions and with head bowed, 
walked back through the hos-
tile crowd. 
.. ,,---~·· ._. .. -... - ... ,, ...... , •. Bernstein returned to the po-
President Whalen pointed 
out that Moynihan was near 
the top of a list of desired 
speakers constructed by stu-
dents. "!think we owe it to 
study very carefully Daniel P. 
Moynihan 's record. Moynihan 
has responded to these issues 
for quite a while and to many 
people satisfactorily ... We 
have invited him, he is our 
quest, and we will keep this 
commitment," he said. 
The rally was perceived 
with mixed reactions. Most 
notably Marty Brownstein, 
professor of Politics, felt that 
the gay issue should have 
been taken up at the rally. 
Brownstein said he was 
pleased overall with the rally 
and supported its causes 
but "as it moved to general 
libveration it excluded men-
tion of gay people's oppres-
sion. "brownstein expressed 
that it was the proper time as 
a gay referendum was voted 
down in St. Paul on Tuesday: 
New Shop Forges 
A 'head' 
by Chuck Post something different in a para-
A new "head"shop re- phernalia store; salespeople 
cently opened at 111 West who know what they are sel-
State Street (next to the State ling. 
Theater), appropriately called 
The Head Shop. The two 
owners Mike and Judy Gum-
met said they did a six state 
survey before deciding to open 
their shop in Ithaca. Judy 
Gummet explained that they 
didn't want a big city like Dal-
las or New York, and that 
small towns could not support 
the store. The six states loo-
ked at were Vermont, New 
York, Pennsylvania, Connecti-
cut, Massachusetts, and Te-
xas. "We came to Ithaca for a 
weekend and freaked out, it's 
not a conservative town. Itha-
ca is beautiful, we have never 
seen anything like it, it's the 
kind of place we wanted to live 
and we felt that with the two 
colleges the shop could be 
supported." 
Although they : were in 
Ithaca for only two days, the 
Gummets clearly saw the need 
for a good head shop and 
promptly found the store 
-front. Mike Gummet ex-
plained, "There is no other 
shop in the area that you can 
go to to talk about the para-
phernalia you buy. I've been 
smoking for twelve years and 
my wife for nine ... we're trying 
to pass on our experience to 
others. We select the para-
phernalia we sell very careful-
ly and are very particular a-
bout its quality. We are trying 
to help you enjoy the art of 
smoking herb a little better." 
Mike feels that people 
appreciate the fact that some-
one cares .about the quality of 
the items they sell. 
·The· He~d Shop offers· 
'f1 -k ~~~ 
Chuh9 I/tee 
M.1ERiC.AN & CHINESE 
RESTAURANT 
124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHA.CA. N Y. 14850 
Tn ·no7i 273-1 ;.,34 
1 BLOCK FROfvl 
CAMPUS 
dium and demanded that Pre-
sident Whalen, who was in the 
audience, address the issues 
of the rally. "We want to talk 
to you ... We want to hear what 
you have to say President 
Whalen. We want you to come 
up here and talk to us," Bern-
stein bellowed over the micro-
phone. 
The crowd surged forward 
when Whalen began his im-
promptu rebuttal. Whalen 
first addressed the South Afri-
Whalen said he understood 
that there will be a demon-
stration at graduation. He 
explained that a protest is 
"acceptable" as long as it is 
not "disruptive". 
A;s. :Whalen stepped down 
an aggravated student con-
fronted him and yelled that 
she did not want to hear that 
he was sorry but that she 
"I agree that it was an over-
sight," speaker Ray Davis 
later said. Davis explained 
that a mention of gay rights 
was in his notes but that he 
did not use his notes when he 
delivered his speech 
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The Moynihan Controversy., }"rom AtoZ 
hy Bette Ann Sacks 
This is an example of the 
historical thought connected 
to slavery. This mode of 
historical thought has been 
challenged by other historians 
since the I 960's. 
Persons rallied yesterday to 
protest the choice of New 
York state senator, Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan, as the 
Commencement speaker for 
May 1978. Moynihan is a con-
troversial figure because he 
has published some research 
on minorities in the U.S. . Another incident that has 
which has been interpreted by been interpreted as racist hap-
some persons as racist. pened during the Nixon Ad-
Durning the Johnson Ad- ministration. As a consultant 
ministration, Moynihan wrote to the president in 1971-1973, 
"The Negro Family": The Moynihan expressed in a 
case for National Action." In private memo to Nixon, which 
I 961, he collaborated with leaked, that Nixon should 
Nathan Clazer and wrote establish a policy of "benigh 
Beyond the Melting Pot. neglect" toward blacks. At 
According to one Ithaca this time America was ex-
College professor of history, periencing a 'white-black lash,' 
Moynigan is a representative meaning that white America 
of those historians in the could not handle the gains of 
I 940's I 950's and I 960's who black Americans so quickly. 
believ;d that ;he institution of· Moynihan suggested to Nixon 
slavery was the main cause of to not push any more civil 
the problems affecting the rights for blacks until the 
blacks. His writings reflect the already-made gains of civil 
historical thought of that time; rights had a chance to settle 
for instance, in the chapter on and become more accepted. 
the black familty in Beyond According to Lee Rain-
, the Melting Pot, Moynihan water, and William L. Yancey 
· and Nathan Glazer state: who wrote The Moynihan 
Report and the Politics of 
"Why is the strong and 
passionate concern of the 
Negro community and Negro 
parents for education so 
poorly rewarded by the 
children? 
There is little question where 
the major_ part of the answer 
must be found: in the home 
and family and community--
not in its overt values, which 
as we have seen are positive in 
relation to education, but in its 
conditions and circumstances. 
It is there that the heritages of 
two hundred years of slavery 
and a hundred years of 
discrimination is concen-
- trated; and it is there that we 
find the serious obstacles to 
the ability to make use of a 
free educational system to ad-
vance into higher occupations 
and to eliminate the massive 
social problems that afflict 
colored Americans and the 
city.'' 
Controversy, 
"Moynihan sought to present 
a sharply focused argument 
leading to the condusion that 
the government's economic 
and social welfare programs, 
existing and prospective ones, 
should be systematically 
designed to encourage the 
stability of the Negro family. 
He sought to show, first, that 
the Negro family was highly 
unstable (female-headed 
households produced by 
marital breakup and 
illegitimacy). This instability 
resulted from the systematic 
weakening of the position of 
the Negro male. Slavery, 
reconstruction, urbanization, 
and unemployment hs 
produced a problem as old as 
America and as new as the 
April unemployment rate. this 
problem of unstable families 
in turn was a c~ntral feature of 
the tangle of pathology of the 
urban ghetto, involving 
problems of delinquency, 
crime, school dropouts, 
unemployment, and poverty. 
Finally, Moynihan wanted the 
Administration to understand 
that some evidence supported 
the conclusion that these 
problems fed on themselves 
and that matters were rapidly 
getting worse." 
The final decision to invite 
Moynihan as graduation 
speaker was made by 
President Whalen. Last sp-
ring, about 25 up-coming 
seniors and faculty were selec-
ted randomly by senior class 
officers to choose names for 
the speaker. There was no 
process of educating the up-
coming senior class about the 
backgrounds of speaker 
choices. The top 9 names, in 
addition to some names added 
by Senior Class President 
Howard Schloss, were added 
to the list and entered on a 
computer card. These names 
were sent to all up-coming 
seniors in the Ithaca area at 
that time. Almost a majority 
was returned and these cards 
were re-entered into the com-
puter; 9 most popular names 
were selected. Approximately 
10-14 names were then submit-
ted to President Whalen. 
There were about 4 or 5 names 
called for speaker by Whalen 
that could not accept. 
Moynihan, the final decision, 
will be speaking for no money; 
only his travel expenses will be 
paid. He may receive an 
Honorary Degree, which has 
been the tradition for 
graduation speakers in the 
·past, which will be decided by 
the Honorary Degree Commit-
tee. 
The Honorary Degree 
Committee consists of one 
trustee, one administrator, 
one student, and two faculty 
me.mbers. The Ithaca College 
community and the Board of 
Soups, Salads, Omelettes, 
~ii~~~~ Crepes, Pastries, Coffees 
111,,,,,,.. and Cocktails. 
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Trustees are polled for 
recommendations for 
Honorary Degree. The selec-
tion process is confidential to 
protect any person recom-
mended from embarassment if 
not selected. The Faculty 
Council and the Board of 
Trustees receive a list of 
recommendations by the 
committee. When asked if 
Moynihan was at one time not 
considered a serious contender 
for the Honorary Degree, 
Charles McCord--the Chair-
man of the committee said, 
"We deliberate about a lot of 
people. The whole process is 
confidential until the Board 
makes the decision." 
decision qn either South 
Africa or Moynihan, they 
should be convinced that they 
are directly familiar with the 
issues. 
"I think that the invitation to 
·Moynihan bespeaks an insen-
sitivity on the part of the 
whole campus community: 
students, administration, and 
faculty. Moynihan stands for 
a neglect of blacks and other 
minorities that is intolerable 
and should be anathema to all 
of us. " 
Other comments by students 
concerning the Moynihan 
issue varied: He should be 
allowed to speak because it is 
an'. issue of free speech; it is 
good to hear the other side; it 
is a mistake to invite a political 
speaker' and protest his speech 
and presence at Commen-
cement, etc. 
According to Anthony 
Smith, the new chairpeson for 
the Afro-Latin Society, "We 
in ALS feel that the ad-
ministration of Ithaca College 
has displayed a lack of con-
cern for the campus' black 
population. We hope that 
future administrative dealings 
display more humanistic at-
titudes--not just toward the 
black population but the entire 
population at-large." 
Dr. Glenn Altschuler, an 
Assistant Professor of 
History, stated: 
"I am very proud of all of the 
students. They succeeded in 
doing what a rally rarely does-
-to impart information rather 
than to indulge themselves in 
rhetorical bombast. 
In an article in last week's 
NEW TIMES Walter Borton, 
the Director of College 
Relations, stated that finding a 
speaker with whom everyone 
will be happy is part of the 
problem. Also he sa.id, "If 
people would take a look at 
the ·senator's writings more 
closely. they would see that he 
is not a racist." Moynihan 
"was describing a policy, not 
advocating it." 
Before anybody makes a 
When questioned at the 
rally, President Whalen stated 
that Moynihan has knowledge 
of the controversy existing on 
the campu8. 
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Japanese Culture Comes to loCo 
If you don't sip your tea so 
that · the hostess can hear, it 
means the tea was bad. 
That was Mrs. Nobuko Kim-
ura's explanation to a Japanese 
Culture class at Ithaca College _of 
why the sipping sound is impor-
tant in the Japanese tea cere-
mony. 
Kimura, who was on campus 
to explain Japanese customs, 
demonstrated the ancient tea 
ceremony, a tradition carried 
from India to China before reach-
ing Japan. She noted that the 
large cup used to drink from has 
one side known as the "face." 
She also noted that the cup is 
always presented to the guest 
with the face toward him. The 
guest picks up the cup and turns 
it twice so that the face points 
away. 
"Drink three times," in -
structed Kimura, "not two, not 
four. Four is very bad in Japan, 
it means death. Two sips would 
be impossbile," she chuckled, 
"there is too much tea for two 
sips." 
The tea used for the cere-
mony is unlike the tea the 
Japanese would drink on normal 
occasions. The green powder, 
besides contributing to the mys-
tique of the the tea ceremony, is 
supposed to have medicinal· val-
ue. "It cures cancer," Kimura 
noted with a smile. 
Kimura, who was wearing the how to play an okoto while 
traditional Japanese garb of the seated on th floor Jn the Japanese 
kimono and obi for the ceremony, tradition. The musical instru-
explained that it is a tradition ment which also sits on the floor, 
that can be done at any time in is five to six feet long and is 
Japan. A time and place are set propped up on one end with a 
and five or six people are invited. pair of removable feet. Picks 
It is never a big party· worn on the right hand are used 
With the language barrier to pluck or strum the strings, 
posing a bit of a problem, other while the left hand raises and 
Japanese experts in the room lowers the notes by pressing on 
explained the more complex as· the strings. 
pects of the ceremony. When would she usually 
Christmas -- anytime. I never 
play by myself in public (her solo 
appearance in the class was an 
exception). Usually only profes-
sionals play by themselves.·• 
fixed. 
Like the tea ceremony, 
which can vary in form, the 
playing of the okoto can be done 
from different seating positions 
and with different types of 
fingering. Depending on the 
style used, the music notation 
will be written across the page, 
western style, or up and down in 
the traditional Japanese form. 
Whichever style is used, 
form is very important, Galaska 
said. "The proper dress and 
posture create the beauty as 
much as the music." 
Chester Galaska, associate play the okoto'? "It depends on 
professor of anthropology, ex- the person," she says. "I play for 
'plained that during the tea birthdays, happy New year, 
ceremony, the guest would make r.:========:=.=.~:,===========================il formal remarks, perhaps com- _ 
menting on the beauty of the tea 
cups. "It's a very aesthetic 
Breaking a string on an 
okoto is not easily remedied and 
represents a small catastrophe 
since the silk strings must be 
attached by a professional. "I 
broke a string while in Ithaca," 
she explains, "and I couldn't play 
until a professional came here 
from Japan." mrs. Kimura was 
able to "introduce" the player to 
her house and have the okoto 
experience," he said. 
Milton Chiu, associate pro-
fessor of philosophy and religion, 
said that the mat placed before 
the tea paraphernalia had sacred On the Ithaca Commons 
qualities. The peculiar shuffling 
motion with which Kimura ap- Anniversary Sale 
proached the mat symboliz~d 
"leaving the secular and entering men's sport shirt Bonanza ... choose from 6 diffferent styles! 
the sacred." Chiu said that one 
purpose of the ceremony is to · l.::::::~::::::~========5=·:::9::9::-::l:0:.:9:9::::r:::e:g:.:::l::O:.::O:::O:-:::l:5:.:0:0:::::======= 
create a claming effect -- a I"' 
tranquilizing function. _ "Some 
factories in Japan," he noted, 
"are using the tea ceremony for 
the workers during their breaks. '. 
It gives them 30 minutes of quiet 
which is very refreshing." : 
Kimura also demonstrated ! 
Chemistry Ma.jo:rs 
Get Awards 
Banlon, polyester, madras, terry 
cut'n sewn, & polyester blends 
... stripes, solids, plaids, pastels. 
All in new spring shades ... 
sizes S- XL Two Ithaca College chemistry majors have been 
selected to rceive awards for 
outstanding performance in 
research and for academic ex-
cellence. 
Senior James T. Reinprecht, 
has been awarded a 1978 
Distinguished Senior Award 
from the American Institute of 
Chemists. Reinprecht, who 
has co-authored three research 
papers and presented three 
research talks during his four 
years at Ithaca College, was 
chosen because of an outstan-
ding academic record and for 
distinguished work in chemical 
research. He is scheduled to 
publish three more articles 
next year. 
Junior _Joanna P. Hinton 
FJREPLAC-E 
has been awarded a 1978 Un-
dergraduate Award in 
Analytical Chemistry by the 
Division. of Analytical 
Chemistry of the American 
Chemical Society. 
Both Reinprecht and Hin-
ton will be staying on campus 
this summer to continue 
research begun during the 
academic year. In addition 
Reinprecht will be a counselor 
for the National Science 
Foundation Science Students 
Training Program to be held, 
at Ithaca College. This 
program is for high school 
juniors with high ability in 
science. Reinprecht par-
ticipated in the program prior 
to coming to Ithaca College. 
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Education~ More Than a Business Deal 
To the Editor: 
I have been a college student 
offand on for 10 years. Until this 
time, I have not been moved or 
motivated to comment on my 
educatioal experiences. 
I am so moved now. 
I find it sad and dishearten-
ing- that a time in our lives which 
should be a fruitful, enlightening 
(and hopefully pleasant) experi-
ence, is instead an increasingly 
frustrating lesson in the variety, 
and vulgarity of insensitivity and 
misplaced priorities. It 
seems there are "powers that 
be", who are faced with the task 
of planning for a future (smaller 
in many ways) that will find them 
still strong- and secure. Curious-
ly, it seems these "powers" have 
only one way to achieve this goal 
- a way that is more mechanical 
than maturational. "Learning" -
this misnomer that is part of 
"education", is treated like a 
business ... to be run by the "rule 
hook" right down the line. The 
rult>s are simple: "Continue to 
,.wh1 a profit·· period. How cruel 
and narrow - and how WRONG! 
This "education", this grow-
ing into life, is, and must be 
much more if it is to be meaning-
ful, or at all worthwhile. All of 
us are deprived and cheated 
when the priceless, intangible 
rewards this experience can -
bring- are factored out to promote 
survival. Treating "education" 
strictly as a business is like being 
strictly color-blind, and myopic. 
Treating people as pawns, to be 
moved around or discarded in a 
game of musical numbers, is 
callous and unworthy of such 
"lofty" and "egalitarian" ideals. 
It is no coincidence that this 
inhumane treatment, a palatine 
favoring of "product" over "peo-
ple", is the method of choice. It 
is an example that reflects the 
de-personalization of our society. 
To consider the feelings of 
another, to dabble in "emotion", 
is to considerably and needlessly 
complicate the game. So much 
easier to reduce everything to 
th1·ir basic values. The problems 
of proJt·<"ting the future are 
difficult enough without adding 
complications. Taylorism flour-
ishes, after all ... "what's good for 
GENERAL MOTORS is Good for 
the Country!" Hurrah! "Damn 
the Libido's and full speed - to 
where? 
It is easy to emulate the 
lesson "they" teach, in fact most 
computers coi.:ld duplicate it with 
little problem because it requires 
no humanity- just sense- and 
dollars. 
Am I a starry-eyed neophyte 
on a hopeless jag, berating man's 
inhumanity to man? Not Likely. 
I'm a realist and I'll stack my 
"slice of life" up against all 
comers. Do I jape "them", 
insinuating megalomania for -
moneyhysteria? More likely. 
What is actual is my quiet 
disgust for so crude a solution to 
so complex a problem. Where is 
the creativity and cadence in a 
knee-jerk response to a possible 
fiscal crisis? (Please remember 
we're still talking about the 
unpredictable future). The facts 
are: the birth rate is currently 
on the decline - that means less 
potential revenue when these 
"declining births" start looking 
for "Institutions of Higher -
Learning." Does that mean "roJI 
up the sidewalk and pull the 
buildings into a circle?" 
Make no mistake about it; 
we, us, them - all of us are in a 
crisis. A precedent set is hard to 
break and can never be totally 
reversed. 
All of us are trying to 
comprehend the incredible - to 
think and plan ahE!ad not just 
weeks and months, but years. 
We arc attempting to predict the 
flow of time although we still 
don't understand even the me-
chanics of its action? Why not? 
Our actions will determine ancl 
influence the "lessons" being 
taught 20 years from now. Not 
too concerned about society 2 
decades from now? You should 
be; most of us will be living in 
that society, and if we find it Jess 
than satisfying, the only place we 
can point the finger is at our-
selves. 
WHAT? Am I trumpeting a 
call to arms to do battle with the 
Gorgon? Am I a pedant lost in 
my ramblings, expecting a mass 
acceptance of my thoughts? No. 
It is not my intention or place to 
teJI anyone what to think - that, 
hopefully, shall always to be your 
decision. It is my intention to 
stand up and be heard, loudly 
and cogently. I have done so. 
Thank you for your time. 
*La 
M. Hagerty 
Cinema '78 
Perichole 
co'}tinued from South Hill page 2 
it is good overall, it is rarely 
superb. However, La 
Perichole does have something 
superb: 
Praise for Io Co Lacrosse The Music: Superb! With musical 
direction by Scharmal Schrock 
and the orchestra directed by 
Pamela Gearhart, the show 
moves along flawlessly. The 
sizable· orchestra is full-
sounding and rich. 
To 1hc Editor: 
... I.ET US NOT MAKE 
RIDICULOUS CLAIMS 
ABOUT THE QUALITY OF 
LACROSSE IN Divi~ion II. I 
acknowledge with plc,t,urc anel 
excitement the emergence of a tine 
lacro,~e team at Ithaca College. 
l11e player, mid coache~ ~hould be 
commend1."CI for their excellent 
work. I also agree that pcrhap~-
1.C. should be nationally ranked. 
But I ~trongly di~grcc \Vith the 
,L,~crtion that Division I and 
J)i\i~ion Ii lacrosse teams arc 
comparahlc in strength. l11e clme 
contest between Cornell and 
Hobart wa, u,ed a, evidence to 
,upr,on this ,tatemcnt in last 
\\1."'Ck\ anicle "Bombem1ania." 
Let me assure you that the game 
wa~ he exception rather than the 
rule. It i~ my opinion that Hobart 
h,t<; one of the finest lacrosse 
teams in the nation. They are 
capable of outplaying any team in 
Division I. But it is quite evident 
they lack a serious rival in 
Divi,ion JI. HC1hart ha~ ,nade a 
mockery of competition in 
Division 11 this year by humiliating 
its opponents, sometimes scoring 
a~ many a~ thiny goals in one 
game. J.C. made a stron!! 
showing (21-9)- against the 
Statesmen but never were a serious 
threat. 
Rumor ha, it that lacrosse of-
continued on page 15 
Preregistration (and oth~r) Pointers 
The cast shares a good deal 
of credit for the performance's 
musical splendor. Some of the 
finest voice majors at l.C. play 
lead roles, including graduate 
student Sharon Steinbery. who 
plays La Pericholc in Friday 
and Sunday performances. 
Each member of the cast, 
without exception, has a fine 
voice appropriate for his or 
her character role. 
Technically: 
To the Editor: 
With preregistration fn .. '!-,h in mind 
I would like to make a few .,imple 
points that students should con-
sider: 
I. \\'hen you have important 
chisions or questions about your 
L'Ciucation, see your advisor early 
"in the semester well before 
preregistration. ll1e kinds of 
choices you make al 
preregistration time should .flow 
out of the thorough discussions 
you have had previously. 
Remember, you don't have to 
have a SJX."'Cific problem to see you 
advisor. A general discussion 
about the meaning of your 
education is about as good a 
reason as you can have. 
2. Choice of major, change of 
major, change of school are mat-
continued on page-15 The costuming is vivid. 
A Definition of Divestment 
Eyes in the houe devour a feast 
of color in the elaborate 
costuming. The lighting is 
fully extensive, and is geled 
and coordinated to enhance 
the set, costumes, and mood. 
To the Editor: 
There has been a great deal 
of talk lately about the influ-
ence that U.S. corporations 
have on the Apartheid system 
in South Africa, especially at 
colleges and universities in 
this country. Therre are or-
ganizcd groups at some insti-
tutions which arc demanding 
that the institutions "divest" 
themselves of all interests in 
any corporation which docs 
business in South Africa. Lo-
cally, rallies at both Ithaca 
College and Cornell University 
Summer Session 1978 
It Could Improve Your JLif e 
* Courses that transfer 
* Recreation and personal enrichment 
* Explorin~ 1ww ideas 
RIEGH§TRA 1fiON 
June 1 and 2, 1978 
12 noon to 8 PM 
have drawn attention to this proved to be sound financial 
subject. investments. The monies 
Corporate investments would have to be reinvested 
make up a substantial part of which would involve risking a 
any institution's investment financial loss. 
po1ifolio and it seems unlikely It is important to define the 
The set is amazing. See the 
show. The set is literally 
amazing. See the show. The 
professionals would be over-
whelmed 
that these institutions will be continued on oaf!e J 5. 
willing to ull out of what have 1J113as11111llllliii••mlllililll11111 _________ 1111111mm11111111mim;s 
A4IB10l4 
._., 624 W. State St. ,_,. 
272-5847 
HAPPY HOUR 
FRIDAY'S 
4PM= 10PM 
Sandwiches 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
Call 844-8211.1ext.315 
Steamed Clains 
·" ToMpkiNS CoaTlANd COMMUNiTy Coll.EGE 
170 North Street Dryden, New York 13053 
ITHACA'S FOREMOST 
· PARTY SALOON· 
I • 
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Buchman " 
Music & Media 
by Bob Buchmann 
Rock Briefs and song lyric is over-obvious: 
The Rolling Stone Magazine Player's "Baby Come Back" 
softball game vs. the Eagles is played as Mull hears his 
has been scheduled for May 7. girlfriend has run off with his 
The game loser will donate agent; and Steely Dan's "Do 
$5,000 to UNICEF's World It Again" is heard as Mull en-
Nutrition Program. Foghat's joys a quickie in the booth. 
on a 65 city tour. Todd "Most of the songs are in-
Rungren, minus Utopia but tegrated into the action well, 
with several co-attractions as when Queen's defiant "We 
planned, will perform at the Will Rock You" is played over 
Bottom Line in mid-May. a colorful street riot scene. 
Soon to be released are ''The live performances are 
albums by Wendy Waldman, the highlights of "FM". 
Lenny Williams, Dave Mason, Jimmy Buffet's "Livingston 
Crosby, Stills and Nash, Ted - Saturday Night" was filmed 
Nugent, Kingfish, Don last fall at the Ambassador 
McLean, Firefall, Peter Hotel's Coconut Grove in 
Gabriel, the Rolling Stones, L.A.; Linda Ronstadt's per-
Foreigner, Harry Chapin, and formances of "Tumbling 
Joe Walsh. In ddition, the Bee Dice," "Poor Poor Pitiful 
Gees are recording in Miami, Me" and "Lav e Me Tender" 
Steve Martin has released a were filmed at the Summit in 
new single billed "King Tut", Houston." 
and Graham Parker is assem- Radio Programming 
bling a dotible album release ICB-FM (92 FM) will play the 
where three ~'ides are live and best of the Beach Boys on the 
the fourth is a twelve inch "Mini-Concert", Monday at 
single called "Don't Ask Me midnight. Tuesday at mid-
Questions". night the station will air Traf-
Warner Brothers Records fic's "John Barleycorn Must 
have released a three album set Die" album on "Long Play". 
titled "The Last Waltz", the Last in ICB-FM's string of 
soundtrack from the recent midnight features is the Mid-
United Artists film of the same night Snack, featuring music 
name. Recorded on from The Band's farewell con-
Thanksgiving Day 1976 at the cert "The Last Waltz". The 
Winterland Palace on the Wednesday night feature will 
coast, it is an account of the include interviews with Robbie 
Band's final concert. The gig Robertson and film director 
included appearances by Neil Martin Scorese. 
Young, Joni Mitchell, Dr. 
John, Neil Diamind, Er-ic 
Clpaton, Van Morrison, Bob 
Dylan, Ringo Starr and Em-
mylou Harris. 
Reviews are beginning to 
appear on the Universal film 
"FM". Billboard Magazine's 
Paul Grein doesn't have many 
good things to say with regard 
to the flick itself, but he main-
tains, "The music is the best 
thing about the movie. The 
film features, in addition to 
the 17 artists on the soun-
dtrack, songs by nine more ar-
tists: Fleetwood Mac, Neil 
Young, Bob Welch, Foghat, 
the Outlaws, REO Speep-
wagon, Player, B.B. King and 
Red Foley. 
"On a few occasions the 
synchronization between plot 
"Radio 
61 ", will be changing its call 
letters to WVIC, the Voice of 
Ithaca College. The new 
WVIC will commence broad-
casting at 106 Ceracche FM 
cable countywide and on cam-
pus at 61 AM, at the beginning 
of the fall semester. New 
station manager Ken Haber 
comments, "We hope to 
broadcast a music format ac, 
compnied by a total campus 
information picture, which 
will include campus news and 
sports, saga menus, clss can-
cellations, and other pertinent 
campus happenings." 
Closing Comments 
Last semester, "music and 
Media" was billed "Radio and 
Television" and as such was 
little more than a rote schedule 
UNDER NEW MGMT 
:LA TEST STYLE CUTS 
NATURAL HAIR 
TREATMENT 
UNI-PERMS 
UNISEX SALOtl 
J@REDl<EN~; I 
PRODUCTS 
277-3487 
142 S. AURORA ST. 
.(OVER THE BRJJ?GE FROM RO~CHILD's) 
of local programming. 
Through reader feedback, I've 
tried to upgrade the column by 
giving it a new name and ad-
ding · Rock Briefs, relevant . , 
programming information, ··l 
complete Central New York '-
concert schedules, and a scale 
of local album sales. I only 
hope that you've found the 
Rock Briefs interesting, that 
you've caught an extra concert 
after reading the schedule, or 
that you've become informed 
as to what new albums Ithaca 
College students are playing. 
See La Perichole 
by 89b Buchmann 
If you've done any or all of the 
above, "Music and Media" 
has been worth all the time 
I've put into it. 
Overall: The show is intentionally 
As editor of the Ithacan Ar-
ts Magazine, South Hill, I can 
say that our staff has done 
everything possible to publish 
a locally produced four to 
eight page weekly entertain-
ment pullout. I hope that 
Jay's movie reviews, my music 
and media colum, and all of 
our pieces on concerts, 
theatre, restaurants, bands, 
and all the rest, have made 
your year 'at I.C that much 
better. 
Very impressive performan- over-flamboyant in a comic 
ce. A classy show, funny and way, spoofing traditions and 
full of spirit and vitality. See modern trends. La Perichole 
it, through Saturday, in the . is p aced with performances~ 
Dillingham Center. within-a-performance, in-
The Show: eluding circus acts and ballet 
"La Perichole", a 19th- dances which other cast mem-
century operetta written by bers applaud loudly. 
Offenbach to entertain .. his The Cast: 
Parisian countrymen, · is DTrector Earl Mccarroll has 
loosely based on the real-life brought scores of music and 
story of a lower class woman drama majors together to 
in Peru who caught the eye of form a cast that is uniformly 
the Viceroy and the intrigues, and consistantly light-hearted 
mix-ups and comic events that and lively. The acting is 
followed, leading, naturally, . abruJ?t_ at times, and although 
to a happy ending. continued on Ithacan page JO 
A Different Set of Jaws· .. ~ 
A Different Kind Of Rocky ... 
* * * MIDNIGHf·SHOW ONLY*.** 
SARJRDAY APRa 29 
9:~ PM & midnight 
' 
11:XIOR102 $1.00 ADMISSION 
•••ff•ff• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,,.•••M¥¥~¥1f. .. .. 
.... ff ............................................................. . 
Thank you for your patronage this past year. Have 
a good summer and ~e'll see yo~ in.the fall.· . · . 
The S.A.8. 
Film: Q>mmittee 
... , '. I, ! f I , } I 1 , 
The year is 2027 and you're 
telling your college-age grand· 
child what it was like to go to 
college in the 1970's ... In those 
days college was an expensive 
proposition, thtre was no free 
college and you weren't re-
quired to go to school if you 
didn't have the inkling. And 
back then we wouldn't stand 
for anything that rubbed us 
the wrong way, at least not 
some of us anyway. We car-
ried on that year. Frist we 
complained because the ad-
ministration wanted to take a-
way our rights in college go-
vernance. Still can't figure 
out if we had any in the first 
place. Faculty complained be-
cause they wanted a bigger 
say in the on goings and the 
President, well, he kinda just 
laughed everybody off. 
Another time, the Student 
Board contracted to have Wil-
liam Colby speak. He's the 
1 CIA guy who caused allottta 
. controversy back when the go-
vernment kept everything , 
quiet. The kids and fculty 
didn't want him to speak so 
they had the contract cancel-
led. It was a big thing to say 
that Ithaca was the first school 
to turn Colby down. Those 
days of protest were so much 
fun. 
Oh yea, those winters, cold 
as could be; not like today 
where everything's heated, 
we were cold. It snows this 
one day really hard and school 
stays open. Boy did people 
bitch. Those old body movers 
got stuck in anything. 
There was even controversy 
that year over'1he graduation 
speaker, Pat Moynihan. Peo-
ple called him a racist and 
dido 't want to see him speak . 
How old fashioned having a 
politician speak. How boring .. 
The Year in Review -. there'll 
never be another one Iik,e it. 
SEPTEMBER 
When school opened in the fall, college .go-
vernance quickly became the most important 
issue on campus. Student and faculty comm lt-
tees strived to get their point across to the 
community at large, the administration and the ..• 
board of trustees. Points got across, but no-
thing changed. 
The question of Ithaca College investme nt _ 
in Kennecott Copper Corporation, a company 
formerly involved in Chile before the takeover 
of the Allende government. Ithaca College di-
vested of its stock in Kennecott Copper. . 
A bad error in judgement by outgoing Vice 
Pr~~ident for Student Affairs Gus Perialis 
caused an uproar on campus when the college 
was left without its own ambulance capab ili-
ties. Ambulance service was quickly restore.d. 
Professor Montana Morton was denied ac-
cess to The Pub because of lack oflegal proof og 
age. Morton claimed she was denied entrance 
unfairly and that there was impli~it functioning 
of racism and sexism. Morton was harrassed 
at her house following the incident. The ALS 
asked for a college apology to Morton. 
DECEMBER 
During an address to the faculty Presidtnt 
Whalen said, "This is the most difficult peri od 
since I've come to Ithaca College." The me e-
ting dealt with the question of tenure. 
Work was stopped on the terrace pipes be-
cause of cold weather. Luckily snow covei:ered 
the eye sore. 
College governance remained a major top ic 
but most of the attention of community mem 
bers was focused on final exams and the much 
needed break between semesters. 
MARCH 
March came in like alion and left with a lo ud 
roar. The collective bargaining vote ended up 
with 98 votes for no union, 74 votes for the New 
York /state United Teachers and 70 votes for 
the American Association of United Professors. 
Ten votes were challenged on the basis that 
these people weren't qualified voters un~r 
National Labor Relations Board standards 
the decisions on these votes has not yet been 
made. 
The possiblity of a spring concert was kept a-
live when guidleines were set for the concert. 
These guidelines ipcluded staging the concert 
on the lacrosse and football practice fields. A~-
. tendance will be limited to the J.C. communi,ty 
and the concert will be only 4 hours in length. 
OCTOBER 
The new month opened with a new admi ni-
strator on campus. Dr. Richard Correnti re: 
placed Gus Perialis as Vice President of Stu-
dent Affairs. Correnti arrived from neigh"bo-
rihg S.U.N.Y. Cortland. 
College governance continued to be a major 
controversy on campus. The board of trust e~ 
approved the college governance and commit 
tee strucutre submitted by the President. 
The Board of Trustees discussed the ethicity 
and morality of Ithaca College foreign stocks 
and finances. This was in response to the Chi-
lean question. 
Unlike 1976, campus wide budget meetings 
were properly publicized. Like 1976 no one 
showed up. 
The Atlanta Rythm Section concert was n9t 
held because the group cancelled following the 
fatal plane crash of the band Lynard Skynard. 
JANUARY 
The new year was cold and snowy. Hopes of 
school cancellations were all around. A m• 
derately heavy snowfall hit Ithaca on Jam~a~y 
18. Early morning snowfall predicitons were 
less than the actual snowfall total. Compaints 
were abundant that the decision to remain o-
pen was the wrong one. 
Vandals severely damaged elevators in the 
towers.making life miserable for the residents 
of the high rises. Damage was high although 
no cost figure was.released. 
A tense and heated debate between femini st 
Karen DeCrow and anti-feminist Phyllis Seba-
fly was viewed by a packed audience in Ford 
Hall. 
Two unrelated incidents provided humor a nd 
a little bit of eeriness. A wind storm ripped the 
roof off Garden Apartment 28 and one apart-
ment had mushrooms growing out ofits carpe~. 
~ 
WRAP-UP ~ [P 
wins of 61-0 and 31-0 on their (J\ 
mind and were shocked by the \!!JI 
Indians 28-15. J.C. returned 
home to a Parents Weekend lJ4 
crowd of 7,200 and played 
their best game of the season tt 
against AIC. The Bombers U 
rallied to take a 24-20 lead but ~ 
NOVEMBER 
Ithaca College became the first school to re-
ject a speaking appearance by former C.I. A. 
Director William Colby. In a vote of appro xi-
mately 2 ½ to 1 against Colby, STudent C o·n-
gress instructed the Student Activities Board to 
cancel Colby's appearance. 
Pre-registration was once again a major 
complaint topic. Panic was rampant when stu-
dents learned the January registration was 
cancelled. Drastic changes in the pre-regist ra-
tion procedure for 1978 were related to poor 
performance in 1977. 
Five hundred Ithaca College students heard 
Dick Gregory speak on everything from Bakke 
to bussing. 
Student Congress started discussing pos-
sible changes in its structure. Nothing 
changed 
FEBRUARY 
An Ithaca College tradition, the Spring Con-
cert was cancelled. Noise, traffic and popuJa: 
tion problems were the reasons given for the 
cancellation. 
The State Education Department mandate 
that one contact hour of class should equal one 
credit hour will officially be put into effect at I. 
C. next year. Courses will no longer be offered 
for four credits. 
Anthony Ceracche donated approximate'.y 
$400,000 to Ithaca College for stadium deve-
lopments and improvements at WICB. 
APRIL 
Tom Grape was elected Student Body Presi-
dent for 1978-79. Tom Plastaras and his Go: 
Mine Party were denied a re-vote following t l!e 
election for senior class officers· that included 
students other than current juniors in the vote. 
The time factor was the reason given by st1u-
.dent govememtn for not holding a re-vote. 
Housing sign ups went well this year accor-
ding to many veteran line standers. 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan was named the 
speaker at graduation. Cmpus protest was 
widespread and included a rally near the u-
niond. The rally also included protests on Itha-
ca College investments in South Africa. 
The Spring Concert is a reality for April 30 
and will feature South Side Johnny and the As-
burv Jukes. 
saw the win slip away as AIC ~ 
came back to score in the laSt record for most interceptions· ninth in the Upper New York · 
minute to gain a tough 27-24 in a season with eight. States . 
. by Peter J. Talbot tight-end Terry Coholan to victory. Anothe loss followed, The soccer team also held a The Men's Gymnastic team 
The fall provided two sue- rpovide the offensive punch. at the hands of C.W. Post, ry successful fall · d d 
f I · f h M h"I h b" "D" h Id ve campaign en e up at 3-5, and also cess ~ campaigns or t e eanw 1 e t e 1g e w~o picked up an 18-0 shutout as they finished at 7-5-1. One finished in 10th place in the 
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College. The football sq_uad goal l!ne stand which clmched got back on trac_k agamst of NCAA champions Har- The big hit and big talk of 
won the I.C.A.C. champion- the victory. Cortland State Hobart, defeatrnl! the twick 3-0 Frank Cohen led h s · · B b · 
ship en route to a 6-3 season. was the next victim coming up Statesmen 31-14. · t e pnng is om ermama. 
The opening game W1;lS pure on the short end of a 38-l 7 tilt. . the ltha~a scorers for the The phe~omenon that bro~ght 
revenge as the Bombers Tough defense marked the The final game came agamst season ~1th seven goal~ and a previously unrecogmz~d 
avenged a 24-0 loss last year by Alfred contest which was also a . new opponent ~s the I .C. four assists. for eleven points. lacrosse team and put the~ m 
gaining a 17-14 decision. marred by a driving rain. But squad traveled to Maryland to In th~ w:nter _the basketball a n~mber twleve nat1ona 
Fullback Matt Mees rambled thelthacans ·came away with take on Towson State. The team d1~n t fair as well, ~s rankmg. !he ~ase~all team 
72 yards for a touchdown on victory number three 17-8. Bombers led 35-0 ~efore they fimshed 8-16 and 6-6 m keeps rollmg m Its usual 
his way to a 179 yard after- Overconfidence was the key allowing To~son 10 pomts for· the ICAC. , . . playoff bound style. . 
noon. .Freshman quarterback word for the Springfield game. the 35-10 wm. _The g~e was The Men s Swim Team with T~e track team keeps 1m-
St~~ Manning hooked up on· The Blue and Gold_ had the marked by the mtercepuon of .• fi~~t }'.~a~. co_a~h. F~e~ DeBr~yn ~ovmg ~rom year to year ~_nd 
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HJ want to know what's going on and how 
it all fits together, because I'm looking at 
the whole picture ... " 
"Is that really different than what we had 
before.''. r 
• r !/ 'r ( • · •• 
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The foil owing are excerpts from a formal interview 
the Ithacan had with President James J. Whalen which 
sum up many of his feelings on administrative 
organization. 
Ithacan: What. kind of ·control should the deans of 
departments have in decision making? 
Whalen:A dean, with faculti, should have;.a strong say 
on the kinds of things he feels are important for a 
tmajor ... I don't think people should dictate what 
programs should be based on their own personal in-
terests. I think there has to be a broader brush than 
that . 
I.: Isn't there a kind of dictatorship in departments now? 
W.: That's one of the reasons why you have people speaking up and saying what 
they think and one of the reasons why you have provost to kind of look over the 
whole situatuon to determine if gripes are legitimate. 
I.: The deans seem to have more control than this as the.only information to reach 
the provost comes from the deans. 
W.: Well, yes and no. !think that's not exactly true. I think a lot of faculty speak 
to provosts and presidents and speak up and I think it will always be this way; 
faculty won't necessarily agree with eachother or with their deans. One of my 
concerns about Ithaca College when I came here, and still is, that we are a 
separate group of•little fiefdoms. Each dean has his own piece of the turf and 
faculty and budget and people sort of act like we have seven schools here. ¼ first 
of all, that's not educationally sound as far as I'm concerned and it isn't finan-
cially sound as far as I'm concerned and it sure isn't financially efficient.So the 
struggle has been for which I have been criticized is to try to centralize more. In 
other words, try to bring people together. Now you can't command them to do 
things, on occasion !think you have to, but for the most part you try to get people 
to work together. 
· I.: Didn't you bring everything into your office? Just about everything s~ems to 
get referred to you personally for the final decision. 
W .: Ihave my ideas about the way organization should work. The difference bet-
ween that particular document (New Governance) and the old document is that 
instead of committees that are still there, reporting to what I called a thousand 
pound marshmallow, the community council, that would ,neet once a month and 
thrash about and be responsible or irresponsible depending: on the evening. That's 
one way - that's called community governance - the old New England style town 
hall. Well I don't agree with that, !think the years demonstrated clearly it wasn't 
,•. ·f-? ·.: .. ···, 
' '' ' i\}lli 
:t :.·,1~.1 
_··:,.,·' . .. ltl
"", . 
... 
. . 
"Sdmebody has to be on top. " 
. . -
. , '-· : . ·: 1:.· . 
.. , ' ,-, 
' 
working· very well. What I've done is still say, "We have the commitees" and the 
~t.11hmittees stillstudy all these things but then they make recommendations to the 
Provost, to the Vice President of Student Affairs, to the business office. And 
those recommendations are looked at and reviewed by me. Now is that really any 
different from what we had before?. Theoretically, if you take a look at the old 
document it says the community council is a recommending body to the president. 
What happened,-people just lost sight-of that and they decided that the com-
munity council was in charge and therefore what they said was final. And 
because nobody really said anything about that it kind of did become final. And 
because they are a committee often times nothing happened. Nobody ever fired a 
committee. Your fire presidents when they don't do their jobs so what I was trying 
to do was hold people accountable. You and the faculty and the administration 
still work on the committees, make the recommendations, and for the most part 
· those don't get turned down. But at least now Dick Correnti cannot waddle out of 
doing his job. If there's a committee that is recommending something to him he's 
going to say "Yeah, I think this is a good idea" or "No, I don't think this is a 
good idea" and then you can either be mad at him or I can be made at him or he 
gets a pay raise. 
I.: When he says no, can one appeal past him to you directly? 
W.: Sure. Certainly. 
I.: Are you saying that Gus Peria/is waddled out of his job? 
W .: I say that Gus had an opportunity to. Not just Gus but Frank Darrow and all 
people because one of the convenient things there was people were saying "I can't 
do anything until Community Council acts". If the Community Council didn't 
act then they didn't have to do anything. Well what were we paying people these 
salaries for if everything was going to be handled by the Community Council and 
as far as I'm concerned the Community Council was dealing with everything from 
parking to student grades, dormitory life, and curriculum. That's crazy. You 
have to say 'some people know something about certain areas and they ought to 
be on the committees and theyve got an interest and so forth working at it. In this 
document (new Governance document) all I really did wads to say 'What we really 
want to do is have some people in charge; that's a dirty word but in charge; and 
they're the ones that have to make the final decisions after people think about, 
talk about it and make their recommendations. 
1.-Jn the new governance document it appears that the final decision rests strictly 
with you dnd not with a group. 
W. - Yes, I believe ultimately that any committee0recommendations should cer-
tainly be viewed by the president. I, for the most part, have had trust in the senior 
·officers of the institution. I want to know whats going on and how it all fits 
together because I'm looking at the whole picture ... I think the chief executive of-
ficer, who ever that is, is finally responsible. And if you're responsible than you 
ought to have the authority ... Somebody has to l?e - on top. 
HEach dean has his own piece 
turf..,,· 
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Raitt and Hall at leCo 
continuedfromS. H. coverpage terized the final two Orleans sides of the issue. The latter 
Hall came on stage, and efforts "Let There BE was well-written and perfor-
initialy was warmly received Music" and "Waking and med, while "Plutonium" 
by the town that nostagically Dreaming". There were seemed tritely superficial, and 
remembers going to dance to several points during the set its quality should not be 
Orleans every other weekend when the redundancy and analogized with the legitimacy 
at local hot spots. Early last banality of the new songs of the cause. 
summer, just as the former made us all wish we were wat- When Hall and his band 
J.C. student and his mates ching the Happen Brothers returned for an encore 
were beginning to establish and comapny all together (whether a majority of the 
themselves nationwide as one again on one stage, instead of crowd really wanted one or 
of the most imaginative of the just John Hall backed by a not is open to question), he 
successful, contemporary group of strangers. His new was surprisingly joined by 
"good time" bands, Hall left band did have its moments, Bonnie Raitt for a spirited ver-
Orleans to pursue a solo and Hall's medley of Orleans sion of "Good Enough", 
career. (Incidentally, Orleans tunes opened promisingly with which has been recorded 
is supposedly still intact sans the reggae-styled "Give One separately by each individual. 
Hall; but without John and his Heart", but then fast The number was defini~ely the 
wife Joanna's songwriting deteriorated as Hall attempted peak of Hall's set, and got the 
talents, it appears the group's the hit singles "Still the One", crowd primed for Bonnie's 
best days are behind them). and "Dance with Me". Hall's expected rousing performan-
Hall's fifty-five minute set "new" renditions seemed pale cc. 
featured songs from his debut and lifeless compared to the Southern CaHfornia's 
solo l.p. including "Night", way we used to hear them ... I ageless blues mamma began 
"Trust Yourself", and guess you never know what with "What Do You Want the 
"Messin' Round with the you've got til it's gone. Boy to Do", which cam off 
Wrong Woman". His new Hall is active along with a Bonnie's "Hocm Plate" 
music draws heavily upon host of popular music's most album (ye~ gang, she even did 
soul, calypso, and r&b in- talented figures in a crusade to it before Boz Scaggs), and it 
fluences,. and the set even make the public seriously set the tempo for an 85 minute 
opened with the question the continued con- experience in funky blues, 
autobiographical "Turning struction of nuclear power lovingly sweet melodies, and 
Point" performed together plants and radioactive storage even bit of good ol' fashioned 
with the gospel classic "Oh, facilities. The subject was rock 'n roll. 
l'lwto• I,_,. f'rm1/, .'i1•1/,,r,. 
boogeying and were only image-ridden "My Opening 
rivaled by her incredible ver- Farewell", which brought 
sion of "Kokomo Blues", per- tears to the eyes of at least one 
formed with Bonnie on slide on-looker. 
guitar and only a bass and The enthusiastic and ap-
drum in support. This number preciativc audience cheered 
proved that Bonnie Raitt's Bonnie's return, with John 
talents transcend those of Hall and several members of 
most modern female vocalists his band, for the encores 
in that she is enormously "Runaway", "About to Make 
talented in playing the Mc Leave Home", and 
traditionally masculine electric "You've Been In Love Too 
and slide guitars, whi1c• most Long". 'All were up-tempo 
of the others just stand there and danceable, and the throng 
and sing. of lthacans who had been won 
Although hampered by a over by Bonnie's warm smile 
cold which forced her to sing and down home stage presen-
"around" a few notes, Bon- ce, spilled into the aisles to 
nic's voice was smooth, yet voice their approval. Hall's 
powerful, and she delivered precise guitar provided an ad-
the old stand-bys "Mighty ded dimension to Bonnie's 
Tight Woman" and "Angels band, and the concert ended 
from Montgomery" with with everyone high and happy 
sweet brilliance. Yet, possibly from the lively and thoroughly 
the most intense moments of enjoyable night of music. A 
the evening came during Bon- pleasurable and much more 
nie's versions of Karla welcome break from "stayin' 
Bonoff's "Home" and° alive, stayin' alive ..... " 
another Jackson Browne tune: 
the beautifully sensitive and 
BEER ·Happy Day''. - Overall, the alternately dealt with in the "Give it Up or Let Me Go" ·material fr9m the latest "John two songs "Plutonium i~ and Jackson Browne's devilish Hall" album Jacks that Forever" and "Power", "Under the Falling Sky" both imagination which charac- which each gave tow separate got the crowd up al_]d,. 
-~-~~•••••~e••&!a•~~~~&i!'2~••~ft~~--! Drinks at the Ticket Office . . . flt BLAST! 4t I\_ flt ~ . ~ 
·• ta. ~ ~,~~~ .C 
•~ -mu; ...-~ ~ 
. ~ ~ --~ G --~~ ~~~ ,.1 I ... Dinner* in the Baggage Room I 
I •atT!te $iation II 
·= Here's a peek at some of our surprises. . . fit,; ~ English Cut Prime Rib $4.95 Yellow-taile4 Sole $4.95 fflti ~ lobster Newburg $7 .50 N.Y. Strip Sirloin $8.SO ,a.·1 
.41 RoastLegofL.arnb $4.95 Surf&Turf $9.75 ~ 
. ~ Boneless Leg of Capon $4. 95 Roast Puck . $6.25 It 
.• Some Specials Not Available on Saturday Nights It'\ j • Ev~ing you always wanted to eat, lit/. 
41 but mistakei1ly thought only your parents could a_fford t·. 
!;aughannock Blvd. @ Foot of W. Buffalo 272-2609 Jli,I 
'~.,. • ............. ea;••~······· ..... . 
•••• ' • • • • "l • 
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THE DUGOUT 
Every Thursday 
·s2 •. 00 All Th_e 
Draft You Can 
-Drink 
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byJayBob~y L~!so!~~!~~Th~~~:nlyweekly; ~0 .. · "4,.. I. 
Let's see now ... there are a FM. Talk about PRESSURE! publication whose primary '~ 1"' 1111P 
couple of things that I could Others who were then on the concern is I.C. ·! 'fl!f, ' . r + .
1
: 
do this week. I could review paper felt I was offering a Its purpose is to report news .,... 
Paul Mazursky's An Un- giant ego trip. On top of that, - not slanted biases. Corey I • 
married Woman (which I I had quite a time in trying to Taylor has done his utmost to :: I 
loved). I could backtrack a bit get everyone in and being fair. enforce this, and I respect him l!I • 
and talk about Julia. Both Corey Taylor and Bob enormously for weathering • I 
However, I can't get myself in helped me a great deal in flack from all sides. Everyone ! 
gear to do either for one sim- writing the "Shorts" and at The Ithacan has been a 
pie reason: this is my final keeping the series going. delight to work ith this year. H 
column for The Ithacan as an Junior year brought assor- I'd particularly like to thank : 
J.C. student. Bob Buchmann ted hassles from now-departed Linda Melman (who is, mer- LI 
Ill has given me free license to editors, who shall remain cifully, never at a loss for an Ill 
write what 1 want for my last nameless so that my tummy encouraging smile), and Betsy U 
• outing, but there are so many maintains its present Noglows and my beloved I 
thoughts in my mind, I'll do equilibrium. chum Kim Howe, as well as a 
J/~ FOR 
MEN AND WOMEN 
FEATURING 
REDKEN & RK 
PRODUCTS 
• I 
• 
I 
• 
I 
• I 
• 
I mybesttonarrowthemdown. It's thanks to Bob and.Barb (good ol' "B.A.") I 
I've had a lot of lucky Corey that I came back to Levinson, who have managed • G 
breakssinceifirstarrivedasa weeklywriting. I am certainly somehow to read my horr.en- g et Your Head Together I • 
scared and rather plump grateful to them, since I have dous handwriting and a • 
freshman, (My first goten the most pleasure from decipher it into readable type. m For Summer I 
"ROOM IE," Doug Backeliri, my Ithacan work this year, · My breaks have come 111 • 
can verify that.) I knew I wan.- more than any other. Bob's elsewhere, too - like the lower D I 
ted to be involved ih been extremely cooperative, level of the Performing Arts 111 272 5 9 • 
something, and The Ithacan and Corey has been supportive Building. I've thoroughly en- B _ IIZI O 2 I 
gave me my chance. Fred and encouaging in his own joyed doing "The Movie Cap- 111 : 
Raker was entertainml!nt way. (A team of sule," and I have ICB-FM @ liJ 
• • • editor then, and by the end of psychoanalysts is still tryinh to Program Director Steve Gold~ • 359 ELMIRA RD o :J.re~ PARKING 11 
the '74-'75 school year, he'd figure out just what his way stein to thank for that. It was H tB 
Cl 
turned that position over to IS ... ) _ his idea, from the time he fir~~ ; "TOGETHER BUT SEPARATE" . flJ 
me. After seeing The Ithacan put "Weekend Ideas u a 
I was looking through my staff come under frequent at- together. I was able to sell the • i 
Ithacan scrapbooks last tack this year, I've wondered "Capsule" to a hometown ~ 11311.)1 aa a rm.11 amra •• rm 11111111 P!illl a.rm a.ma a rm a.rm I r:J1!!11L~ 
weekend, and one thing really how this campus would react station last summer, and it still 
makes my tenure as as editor: if The Ithacan folded. If you runs twice daily up in Glens 
a column called "Jock Shor- shrug and think "big deal", Falls (WHERE?). I hope to 
ts." (Remember that one, think again. Other than the continue it wherever I wind 
juniors and seniors?) It was a Weekly Bulletin, which is up. continuedonlthacanpage/0 
series of profiles of the WICB essentially an events c_alendar, 
Southern Rock at Co U o 
by Gene Caputo "Long Hard Ride," which fea- band's· continuity, but were of-
Last Sunday night, just over tur'ed the unveiling of a stage-· ten in the shadow of the previ-
8,000 people got a taste of wide mural depicting a horse- ous three. Jerry Eubanks 
where Southern rock is today. drawn coach "ridin' against (flute,sax) also took on a few 
And by the reaction of the au- the grain." The effect, which solo licks during· the show that 
dience at the end of the eve- remained for the duration of came close at times to match-
ning, everyone had a good the show, was similar to that ing Toy. 
time. used by the Who when they After two additional new 
The concert opened at 8 displayed a giant British flag numbers, which showed more 
o'clock sharp with a loud and some years back. promise that the earlier three, 
disappointing set by Wet The band proceded with a the band played its finale, 
Willie. Their series of eight well done version of "Heard it "Can't You See." 
songs failed to stir the audi- in a Love Song," followed by During most concerts, you'll 
ence in Barton Hall except for three songs from their new al- hear a maximum of two en-
some who moved closer to the bum, "Together Forever." cores. On Sunday evening the 
stage for a better seat for the Although well received by the audience received a rare treat. 
headline act of the evening. audience, the new music MTB performed thr~ encores 
Their style differs from most slowed the enthusiasm of the consisting of "Take the High-
bands of the genre, and that is show, which had to be picked way," "This Ol'cowboy," 
probably why most everyone up by "Ramblin"' and 'Fire and Desert Skies," which 
remained seated throughout on the Mountain." proved to be an additional half 
their 45 m1oute set, which in- Lead guitarist, Toy Cald- hour of Southern rock at its 
eluded their recent single, well, donning a straw Stetson, best 
"Street Corner Serenade." thumb picked his way into Overall the show was very 
Wet Willie "drenched" the some exceptional leads good, despite....some distortion 
audience with .tolerable music throughout the night. Brother caused by the sound crew. · 
(if you will) and left a desire Tom Caldwell's rhythmic bass Five years ago when the All-
for the Marshall Tucker Band. and back-up vocals to Doug man's had the Marshall Tuck-
MTS bounded out on~tage Gray's lead vocals created the er Band as their warm-up act, 
at 9:30, and entertained an ap- fine balance, that Marshall they knew something back 
proving crowd for one hour, Tucker is noted for. Wet then which the 8,000. plus at 
opening with "Fly Like an Willie, are you listening? Barton Hall witnessed last 
Eagle." Immediately thereaf .. George Mccorkle {rhythm Sunday night. The Marshall 
. ter,·· the boys from Spartan- guitar) and Paul Riddle Tucker Band has it "together 
burg, South Carolina flew into.(drums) maintained the forever.'·' 
,', ,, . ' 
Greyhound- Rx. 
The cure for 
college blahsm 
It's a feeling that slowly descends upon 
you. 1he exams, the pop tests, the required 
reading, the hours at the library, the thesis-
they won't go away. 
But you can. This weekend, take off, say 
hello to your friends, see the sights, have a 
great time. You'll arrive with money in your 
pocket because your Greyhound trip does_n't 
take that much out of it. 
If you're feeling.tired, depressed and 
exhausted, grab a Greyhouhd and split. It's a 
sure cure for the blahs. 
Grevhound Service 
One- AOUIICI-
To Way Trip 
New Y.o_rl, ~15 23.00exc 5 trips daily 
Rochester ,t20 8.00 6 trips daily 
Albany 8.50 16.!~ 4 trips dailv: 
Buffalo 6.75 · ~zs.'T 6 trips daily. 
-Phila·. 20.78 39.3a · . 3 trips daily 
Ask your agent about additional departures and return t,·• r·· 
.. , · (Prices subiect to change.) 
Greyhound Age~ 710 West State Street 
~-GOGllEYIIOIIIJ 
,'' :.: .. ,·: 
272-9730 
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*Laxmen Number Jl2 
Ithaca tired somewhat down a possible post-season playoff Gavin Russo. . . , 
p,laine~ that the tean:i was the stretch, partly due to its o- berth, the team's first ever. Rus~o held_ the Big Red ~n 
p~ysic~lly and emotionally verloaded schedule and partly The top twelve teams in Divi- check! ~llowmg . one run 10 
dramed from the St. Law- . due to injuries to attackman sion 11-111 are invited, and if four mmngS, w~ile the Bom-
rence game the day before, Bille Shatz and midfielder Bill the Bombers can win their re- bers gradually chipped away at 
and "not nearly at our peak." Rosecrans, who may be out for maining three games, a play- the lead.. . 
The team would have yet ano- the remainder of the season off seems virtually assured. RBI singles by. Jim Lazak 
ther game to play, however, with a pulled hamstring. Cort- and Joe Hopkins helped 
on Monday, its third game in land eventually wore down the Ithaca to a four-run sixth in-
four days, this time against Bombers and scored the * R b ning, and a criple by Rick Wat-
nei?h~ori~g Cortland State, game's ti'nal five goals. . ug y ts (Kirkwood, N.Y.) scored 
n~t•.o? s sixth ranked team in Barry Cohen led the Bomb- ~ark Zapolsky fron:1 secon? 
D1v1s1on .JI-III. ers with three goals and one / m the seventh, but It wasn t 
The Bombers and Red Dra- assist while middie Chuck 'team is peaking towards this enough, as the Bombers fell 8-
gons played a memorable Rulla~ (East Meadow, weekend's double elimination 6. The teams will meet again 
game on a sunny M~nday af- N.Y.) and attackman Bill Ells- tournament at Syracuse. Also on Monday, May I at Ithaca's 
ternoo~ in Ithaca, -~1th Cort- worth (lrondequoit,N.Y.) the Ruggers a~e hoping to Freeman Field in the rubber 
land finally prevailing by a scored two goals apiece. meet Cornell m this tour- game of the series. 
12-8 ~core a~ter trailing 8-7 In an earlier game last nament to settle the season's Ithaca dropped its second 
early in the third quarter. week the Bombers outscored series. straight in the first of a twin-
Both goaltenders, Ithaca's ICAC foe Alfred 12-7 with Club Presidnet and bill on Saturday, losing to St. 
Steve Allison and Cortland's Ellsworth a freshman ~ollect- organizer George Enzian Lawrence 3-2. Lefthander 
Dave Haefele, who came on in ing two goals and three as- predicts, "A strong showing Herb Bleck stifled the Bomber 
the second half, had outstand- sists. Alex Kinnan and Bill by this rapidly improving and bats on two hits, as he out-
ing games, with Haefele shut- Rosecrans (Genesee, N.Y.) talented club." dueled Ithaca starter Glen 
ting out in the fourth quarter each scored two goals, along Rugby is a fast moving and Cook. Cook, who allowed 
under tremendous pressure. with Barry Cohen (2-1). rough game on the field, but five hits in the ball game, got 
Allison stopped 30 Cortla~d In gaining a 12th place rank- it's also known for its fast relief help from !(arl Steffe?, 
State shots for the day, while ing in the nation's Division moving parties and songs after who struck out five batters m 
Haefele had 12 saves, and 11-111 standings, the Bombers the game. Hopefully next year ~wo i~ni~gs, gi~ing ~im 37 K's 
teammate Joe Lore had·8. have put themselves in line for a home pratice field and a m 30 mmngs this sprmg. 
game field will enable the team Ithaca rebounded in the 
Softballers Keep to have home matches and nitecap with a 5-1 victory, and allow the Ithaca College went on to sweep a 
students the chance to see this doubleheader aginst Clarkson 
on Sunday to make it three 
Now 8-4 
straight. 
Rande Pierce (Somerville, 
N.J.) picked up his second win 
of the year without a defeat, 
allowing just two St. Lawrence 
hits and no earned runs. The 
senior righthander, who is 
now only four victories away 
from becoming Ithaca's win-
ningest career pitcher, has yet 
to allow an earned run this 
year in JO l /3 innings. 
Mark Zapolsky (Woodbury, 
N.Y.), Ithaca's top hitter with 
a .390 average, was 2x3 in the 
game, and Rick Watts drove in 
two runs with a bases loaded 
double. 
Against Clarkson on Sun-
day, righthander Gavin Russo 
got his first start of the year 
for the Bombers, and respon-
ded with a four-hit 4-2 victory. 
Russo struck out seven in his 
seven innings of work, and 
received hitting support from 
Jim Lazak (N. Babylon, N. Y .) 
, who tripled in what proved to 
be the winning run. 
In the nitecap, Bob Brooks 
won his second game of the 
week, a 3-0 shutout, with 
Lazak again providing the of-
fense. The senior outfielder, 
2x4 on the afternoon, drove in 
two runs 
Winning 
The Ithaca College W o-
men's Softball team continued 
its exhibition of outstanding 
play by winning five out of 
their last six contests. 
on top 7-6. Pitching was fresh-
man Sue Bracco, tallying one 
strikeout and one stolen base. 
A few errors in the field al-
lowed Brockport to score five 
runs in the second inning, but 
the J.C. "sluggers" had a late 
inning rally highlighted by 
shortstop Maureen Skonrinski 
and catcher Enternach, both 
stealing home. The Brockport 
pitcher \\:alked four players 
throughout the game, and su-
perb doubles were hit by En-
ternach and Alger to clinch the 
victory for the I. C. women. 
Fasten Your Eat Belts! 
On Saturday, the Bombers 
travelled to Pennsylvania and 
stepped up to the plate against 
a very competitive East 
Stroudsburg team. Heading 
the team with fine leadership, 
Co-Captain Satch Alger 
pitched will in the first game, 
putting J.C. on top 2-0. Dee 
Dee Mays, centerfield, also 
turned in her usual solid per-
formance. Stroudsburg was 
able to come back and take the 
second game with a score of 
2-3. 
Having been rained out of 
their game against Brockport 
last Thursday, I.C. resche 
duled and played a tough 
Brockport team under sunny 
skies on Monday. The team 
was strong in the field in the 
first game, and swept Brock-
port 4-0. Outstanding players 
were pitcher Alger, striking 
out two batters, first base 
player Alyssa Formen with 
two RBI's, and exhibiting fine 
defensive play in the catcher's 
position, Monique Enternach. 
The second game · with 
Brockport proceedeed to be a 
very close match, and much 
more exciting as J.C. came out 
On Tuesday, another warm, 
beautiful, sunny day, the fa. 
shionable LC. team hosted a 
doubleheader against Scran-
ton. 
Highlights of the first game 
were two identical plays, on 
by right fielder Monica Berti-
no, and the other by Forman, 
in which each had bunted and 
then made it all the way home 
on costly and careless over, 
throws by the Scranton field-
ers. Bertino's bunt meant 
three RBl's, and put LC. on 
top after the first inning, 3-0. 
Left fielder Maura O'Sin hit a 
superb stand-up triple, and 
Enturnach later stole home for 
the fifth and final run. Playing 
extremely well in the field as 
usual, was pitcher Alger, stri-
king out three batters. 
T O O Q 0 lrl VIlSl i •. UJl~ 
1973 American League Cham-
pionship Series? 
1) Of all active pitchers with o-
ver 100 career victories, who 
has the highest winning per-
centage? 5) What pitcher hit a homerun · 
in the· 1966 World Series be-
2) Name the starting pitcher tween the Baltimore Orioles 
for the American League All- and the Los Angeles Dodgers? 
Star team in 1977. 
3) What American League A,reN:>'1\1 aAeffS 
pitcher has won twenty games Jawred W! f'v 
in a season seven times? Jaw red W! f' £ 
4) What pitcher faced Catfish Jaw1ed W! r:i 
'..l;i~r~n.mJ~_,Jifftfrr:~reU-~ru+1,l,H,;I I,:, ;.,~~~1~.~ ~'!.~ '• -
HELP YOURSELF TO THE 
·~ ~ ~~ ~~~l>~V 
Unlimited Appetizers & Desserts· 
fineluded with ALL Dinners? 
~rfdJamoua 
TUl213ACI\~, 
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Ring 272-6484 
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Laxmen Number 12 Nine Now 8-4 
The Ithaca College lacrosse Lawrence offense in check for 
team, now 8-2 for the season, the entir~ second half, ma-
catapulted itself into the na- king seven important saves 
tional rankings (12th in the (13 overall), and stopping four 
USILA Coaches Poll), with a shots at point blank range in 
gutsy come-from behind 14-11 the fourth quarter to preserve 
victory over 11th ranked St. a one goal lead for the Bomb 
Lawrence on Friday, and ers. 
stirred up a celebration that J\nother decisive facto was 
the local papers could only the faceoff work of junior mid-
term "Bombermania." fielder Alex Kinnan (Prince-
"Denver has Broncomani- ton,N.J.),who won 18 of 27 
a," said the lead in Thaca's faceoffs, helping Ithaca to a 
daily newspaper, THE ITHA- 20-9 advantage overall. Kin-
CA JOURNAL, "and Portland nan had a goal and an assist, 
has Blazermania. But the new- while midfield mate Tom 
est 'mania' can be found at Schwan (Ithaca) had three 
Ithaca College. It's called goals and one assist.s 
Bombermania. '' When reached for comment 
Playing before their largest after the game, Cohen, who 
(and most vocal) home crowd leads the team with 34 goals 
of the season, the Bombers, and 22 assists (56 points in 10 
led by attackman Barry Cohen games), explained Ithaca's 
and goalie Steve Allison, out- comeback and the essence of 
scored their Upstate New York '' Bombermania.'' 
rivals 8-1 in the second half to "We've stuck together as a 
overcome a 10-6 halftime deft- team all year," said the little 
cit. (5'7", 170 lbs.) attackman. 
Cohen, Ithaca's ·sophomore We're like a family here, and 
wonder from Manhasset, we just believe that we could 
N. Y. ,scored five goals, includ- come back. And then when we 
ing three straight in the se- got a couple of quick goals 
cond half to tie the game, and early in the second half, and 
added four assists, including the crowd got started, it all 
the go ahead goal scored by just came together. It was just 
Terry Coholan, for his most · Bombermania. I've never felt 
productive outing of the sea- anything like this on a team 
son. Allison, a junior from before." 
W:ycombe, Pa., held the St. "Bombermania" carried 
over to Saturday for the Ithaca 
!axers, as the team travelled to 
RPI to play its second game in 
as many days, coming away 
with a 13-10 victory. 
Barry Cohen set another 
Ithaca season high by scoring 
six goals, as the Bombers once 
again were forced to come 
from behind. Ithaca erased a 
5-3 second period deficit, as 
Cohen scored once and Alex 
Kinnan twice to give the 
Bombers a 6-5 lead at the half. 
Kinnan scored four times in 
the game, his high for the 
year, and had another strong 
game in the faceoff circle. 
Head Coach AI Wolski ex-
Rugby 
Ithaca's baseball Bombers 
ran their season's record to 8-4 
with four victories and two 
defeats last week, including 
wins , over Oneonta, St. 
Lawrence and . Clarkson (2), 
and losses to Cornell and St. 
Lawrence. 
Sophomore righthander 
Bob Brooks (Spencerport, 
N:Y.) was Ithaca's top mound 
star, collecting a 4-1 victory 
over Oneonta on Tuesday and 
a 3-0 shutout over Clarkson on 
Sunday in the second half of a 
doubleheader. Brooks raised 
his 1978 spring record tq 3-0, 
and has given up only one ear-
ned run this year for an 0.47 
FR.A. He scattered six hits 
against Oneonta and fired a 
two-hitter · while blanking 
Clarkson. . 
Thursday's battle with Cor-
nell was the second of a three 
game series between - local 
rivals, and Ithaca's ace lef-
thander Karl Steffen, who 
stopped the Big Red 7-1 in the 
first meeting, was again on the 
mound for the Bombers. Stef-
f en, who entered the game 
with a 2-1 mark and 0.75 
E~, got off to a shakey start, 
allowing seven Cornell runs in 
the first two innings. He 
retired the next six batters in a 
row, however, but was pulled 
after four in favor of junior 
Ends 
Initial Season At 3-3 
by Chris Lacroix 
The Ithaca College Rugby 
Club is finishing its first year 
of competition this weekend. 
Saturday, April 29, at 
Syracuse University will be the 
culmination of a moderately 
successful first season. 
With only 3 players who had 
rugby experience before this 
spring, Coach Ron 
Schassburger has had to teach 
the sport from scratch. 
Through his expert knowledge 
of the game and 18 years ex-
perience, he has molded 
together a competitive team 
very quickly. Playing clubs 
with 5 to 10 years experience 
and college teams with 3 tu. 4 
years experience the team has 
put together a 3-3 record. 
This young and inexperien-
ced team opened the season by 
losing to the Binghamton Bar-
barians 24-6, but rebounded 
the next week to beat the 
Finger Lake Vikings Rugby 
Club 4-0. They split two 
games with Cornell, losing the 
first 11-0, winning the second 
10-4. Last weekend they 
played two games, beating the 
Genesse Creamer 12-0, and 
losing to th_e Rome Rugby 
Club 12-3. 
Gaining experience 
throughout the season, the 
, i---------------------·No·r1·c-E·---------------------": 
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Telephone Subscribers i 
-r-o·make·terrninattonor your1e1ephonesennce-~ 
more convenient for you, representatives of the 
New York Telephone will be at the following on 
campus locations to serve you: 
r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
i MAY 4 & 5 - Terrace Cafeteria Balcony, 
I 
East Side 2PM - 7PM ! I 
I 
i MAY ~12 - Garden Apartments, 27 
! ·· (near mail boxes) 12PM - 5PM 
L-----~----·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--~----·-·-·-.1 
.-
L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-------·-·-·-·-·--~----·-·-·-·-·--~ Please unplug your ~elephone and bring it with you so that you can I 
I 
be entitled to receive a $5_.00 return credit. o~ your final bill I I 
I 
New Vor~Telephone I . I I 
·1 
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* Bobhfu.'s Last PictUJre 
continued from S. H. page 4 
At WICB-TV, my gratitude 
goes to Jeff Fishman and Mit-
ch Halpern for giving me 
hosting and interviewing ex-
perience with "Keep the 
Customer Satisfied." I also 
thank the incredibly gifted 
Todd Ulrich, who stood up on 
my behalf twice, and allowed 
me to participate fo the 
station's news operation. 
Working with Todd has been a 
true privilege (as has learning 
from Barbra Schmall, who 
really is a pro, even though I 
kid her a lot). Also, speical 
thanks to a special man named 
Paul Smith. 
Now, there are some people 
who aren't wild about me, due 
to my involvement in the 
aforementioned areas. To 
them, all I can say is ... l'm 
NOT sorry. J 've learned a 
great deal from each of my ex-
tracurricular activities here, 
and that's just as it should be. 
However, many people have 
given me enthusiastic support, 
and I honestly thank them all. 
It's -very nice to have folks 
behind you .. and I've had 
some of the best on my side, 
both from the faculty and the 
student body. 
Three terrific professors 
)1ave given me much-
appreciated boosts: Anthony 
("Monsieur," even if I can't 
pronounce it) Bascelli, Marty 
LaForse, and Carol Simpson, 
who has really taught me how 
~o write in a journalistic way. 
She's the best thing to happen 
to the School of Com-
munications in my four years 
here. 
Even for someone who 
reviews them, movies arc a lot 
more fun if you have com-
paniof!s. I've had ·my share of 
crazy Thursday nights at the 
picture show, thanks totally to 
the greatest filmgoing partners 
ever, Barbara Dawson and 
Barbara Gaines. When we 
saw The Fury, hysteria hit a 
new high (especially with 
Gaines blabbering, "She's 
blecding ... oh ... oh ... shc's 
bleeding everywhere ... oh ... 
oh ... it's so bloody ... oh ... oh") 
When I say it wouldn't have 
been the same without them, I 
mean it very sincerely. Tht's 
in addition to the fact that 
they've been great, great 
friends. 
In that category, I must also 
include three folks named Pete 
Steinhaus. Kim Howe and 
Marty Gould. I have learned 
so much . from them, they 
nearly made the classroom 
seem secondary. I'm thankful my heart that will never be 
to them in ways I'll never be diminished. Simply put, I love 
able to express adequately. them deeply - and deeper than 
Also, former editor-in-chief I can consciously realize. 
Andy Friedman educated me Well. that's it - schmaltz 
in much_ mor~ than newsprint. and all. Ithaca College and its 
By this pomt, I undoubte~ly people have given me the best 
appear to be a co?1puls1ve .,,-,f6'ur years of my life. I've 
na~edropper, but I m only grown in ways that might have 
gomg to drop four mor~. been delayed or totally im-
These four are extremely 1m- possible otherwise. J guess 
portant to me .. Usually, a ~er- that's really how to describe 
son has a spe~:al c~rc,?f. fncn- the college experience: growth. 
ds who are special 111 the I'm not certain as tow hat the 
highest sense of the word. I've future holds for me, but it will 
been fortunate c~ough to ha~e include a lasting affection for 
such a quartet this year. Their thos who've contributed to 
names are Mary Taylor, Ann making me one of the happiest 
Gold, Darrell Berman and people on this campus today. 
Scott . Preston .. The under- I wish you all the very best, 
standmg, patience, com- and as the Andrew Gold song 
passion, faith and loyalty they says, "thank you for being a 
have shown me has secured friend" ... and for reading my 
them a most special nlace in ~tufftoo! 
*Plea for Grippi by AAUP 
Continued from page 3 
tenure or promotion. Prof. 
Grippi's lack of terminal de-
gree was cited by Acting' Pro-
vost Falcone as a reason for 
the denial of tenure. As Dr. 
Knight points out in his letter 
to Whalen, "Yet before the 
new Board policy was an-
nounced to the faculty in 
March 1977, there was no as-
sertion that Prof. Grippi's lack 
of the degree reflected ad-
versely on the professional ex-
cellence of her service''. 
Dr. Knight's letter also 
expresses concern "with the 
apparent absence of proce-
dures at Ithaca College that 
would allow Professor Grippi 
to contest the Board of Trus- · 
tees negative tenure decision. 
With respect to hearings in 
adverse temm~ cases. the 1970 
Statement (National AAUP) 
and the 1976 Recommended 
Institutional Regulations call 
for a hearing before a faculty 
committee". In contrast to 
the foregoing, Dr. Whalen had 
informed Ms. Grippi on July 
25, 1977 that "as the Board of 
Trustees has already acted on 
the matter ... an appeal, of ne-
cessity. must take place exter-
nal to the College". Among 
the deficiencies in this, accor-
ding to Dr. Knight, is "the 
shifting of an area of primary 
faculty responsibility to agen-
cies external to the College.'' 
President Whalen did not 
provide a substantive reply to 
Dr. Knight's letter on the 
grounds that the case was in 
litigation. Neither have there 
been replies to subsequent let-
ters from Washington D.C., 
* Moynihan in 
1965 
continued from paf:!e 2 one accumulates. We believe tht 
labor), published a study ,called more pertincnt_i~ the issue of how 
The Negro Family: The Case For a system basea on wage slavery 
National Action. The manner in and the accumulation of capital 
which he conducted his study, the necessitates the oppression of per-
gross generalizations he makes sons; more specifically, the in-
and his devious use of statistics are stitutionalization of racism. 
inexcusable. However, what is Moynihan suggests "a new 
even more disconcerting is tht his kind of national goal: the 
study SCIVed to reinforce and establishment of a stable Negro 
· Justify the race, sex and class family structure." He implies that 
subordination that pervades this the fate of black people is up to 
· the discretion of America (the SOC1ety. 
. In The Negro Family, (t11e "land of opportunity"). In 
Moynihan asserts that the op- focusing upon the issue of- Black 
pression of black people is rooted "families," Moynihan has 
in the matriarchal structure of the weasled his way out of addressin 
black family. He assumes that g the relevant issue; that of black 
dominating black women are the people, as connected to a system 
cause of "broken" homes and of power whose survival is con-
"illegitimatc" children, that high tingent upon and necessitates the 
fertility rates and sexual slavery of blacks, the exter-
promiscuity of blacks are the· mination of Indians, and the op-
cause of increased welfare costs, pression of women. Rather than 
and that the general deterioration attempting to mold black 
of black life is caused by the "families" to fit the status quo, we 
deterioration of the black family. must address the question of 
Moynihan is a racist and a sexist. political-economic equality of all 
His study in one more example of persons as related to a capitalist 
the way i which black folks are ac- system which flourishes along the 
cuse<;I of being the cause of their si~e of oppression. 
own oppres.5ion. Whatever the reasons that 
Moynihans's circular logic is Moynihan has neglected to 
audacious and appalling. He en- "recall" many facets of the black 
timates that black men can have experience, he has succeeded in the 
no stable place in the economic most insidious construction of a 
system;·as a result, they cannot be · "blaming-the-victim" argument. 
strong husbaµds or fathers. This Given this, as a policy maker he is 
is a fallacio~ asswnption which dangerous. As a graduation 
fits the liberal equation suggesting speaker he is unconscionable. 
' that.level_ or. emo~onal s~ility !s . . J~y Elia and Debbie f(atz 
relative·to1thln1roount·,of,capital ... ·.·:: .. ·,··, ... :,.·:···-· · · · ·:- · · 
including that of November 
16, in which Dr. Knight wrote 
Dr. Whalen that "the penden-
cy of litigation has often not 
precluded university admini-
strations from communicating 
with the AAUP on matters of 
mutual concern" and that 
"this matter appears suscep-
tible to internal resolution at 
Ithaca College based on stan-
dards and procedures widely 
accepted in the academic 
community." Dr. Knight in-
formed Pres. Whalen that, 
"The interest of the Associa-
tion in issues arising under-
academic standards is not 
foreclosed by litigation'', and 
continued, "I very much hope 
You will reconsider and re-!;? 
spond to the substantive con-
cerns raised in muy October 
25 letter.'' Nor has there been 
response from Dr. Whalen to 
additional correspondence 
from Washington D.C. urging 
an answer and informing the 
College that "the issues-
raised in this case are impor-
tant and continue to be of con-
cern to us". 
That the administration 
conceded that denial of an on~ 
campus hearing is unjust is re-
flected by the creation this 
year of an interim appeals pro-
cedure from decisions of the 
Tenure and Promotion Com-
mittee. Last year faculty were 
not informed of the adverse 
decisions of the Tenure and 
Promotion Committee until af-
ter the Board of Trustees meP-
ting, and were told the only 
appeal possible was in Court. 
This year President Whalen 
and Acting Provost Falcone 
have created a process for on-
campus appeal. This it is pro-
bably that faculty members 
denied tenure in 1977 were the 
only professors in the history 
of the College who have been 
denied the opportunity for an 
on-campus appeal of negaitve 
tenure and promotion deci-
sions. To date, the President 
has ignored the AAUP plea for 
amelioration of this harsh re-
sult. 
* Divestment Doesn't Matter 
continued from paie 2 
mstttuuon to affect the busi-
ness policies of multi-national 
corporations. It is a well-
known fact tha the corpora-
tions in question control SI 
percent or more of their own 
stock. Thus Ithaca College 
proxy votes carry no impact. 
Matthew D. Baxter of Cor-
nell put it best when he said, 
"Divestment and proxy issues 
are important but the most im-
portant thing to fight is Aet1rt-
hc1d. That means going to 
State and Federal govern-
ments and seeking ways of 
dissuading or prohibiti~g such 
dealings. Local issues are 
more fun to protest but in this 
case the solution lies else-
where." 
One positive outcome of the 
rally was the increased aware-
ness of the atrocities in South 
Africa, and the passiveness of 
present American foreign po-
licy towards apartheid govern-
ment. The rally presented nor 
hinted to and feasible solu-
tions to the plight of the op-
pressed. It is quite evident 
that many Ithacans must re- · 
view the situation and the per-
spectives it encompasses in 
order to begin to learn how 
complex this issue really is. 
.James W. Sullivan III '80 
M·srk S. White '80 
Haunt Buys Pines 
The Pine:- Tawrn ha:- ht·t·n houl!:hl hy !ht· ,..amt· pN>plt• who own lhe Ha11nl and Simeon:-. 
Jc)(ly Prehalek. Brian Dc•warl. John Pelt'r:-cm. and Frank Cn•ig-hton hou!,!:hl tlwir third hara 
eonpl(• of week a~o. The aJ,..o own: Two llmmb; Sinwon,..: and a re:-taurant i11 Corllarul 
c·alled "Wat-.011:-". 
The Pine Tawrn i:- g-oint to remai11 tht> ,..ame a,.. it j,.. c·xplained Jotl)· Pan·halek. "If,.. a 
plea:-anl working- man':- tap room, then• i:-n"t arrotlwr 0111· like it in Ith,wa." Tht> Tawrn. 
whieh i:- open 8 am until 1 am. ha:- a t·lientelt• of mo:-tly Bhw Collar worker,.. clurin~ the dav 
and a mixture of :-tmlent:- and workin~ mt•n at nig-ht. Tll(' rww owrwi,. do not · 
·--- "'--: · - plan to open any more bars in 
Ithaca, however they would 
like to open a restaurant that 
would serve homemade food · 
at reasonable prices sometime 
in the near future. A possible 
location for this restaurant 
· . ,. would be the proposed 
,i.' . tf~~} Ithacacenter to be built nei:ct to 
·~ ··:,· Rothschild's on the Com-
- .•. mons. 
The Haunt in Cortland, 
their latest acquisition, has a 
decor of bride and wood. It 
looks about the game as the 
\ 
.. 
Haunt in Ithaca~ It has been , ; ., 
open for one week~.· ·- ,,. ·, · -· , ·· , .,· , ., . .- , .• ,..,~, 
~ ' 
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"BOARD MEETING" By PAUL INGERSOLL 
\'IT'S NOT WHAT you T~INK FELL~S I THfiRE ONL~ ONTO OUR AfR.IU\N lNVESTl1E.NTS. '' 
* Greek Program Ignored 
Continued from paf!.e 3 
appearance of a Foreign Stu-
dies Director, her approval, 
and everybody else's apprn-
val, why has Frank Falcone 
the power to step on this pro-
gram and all the students in-
volved? Why didn't Malve 
Slocum reject the Administra-
tion's decision and stand be-
hind a program she originally 
supported? What role does 
Frank Falcone have in judging 
academic programs anyway? 
Or was it, after all, Frank fal-
cone who made the decision? 
Or was it the president? Who 
made this decision? Who are 
we to talk about it? Why is no-
body talking to us about it? 
Does anybody care? We per-
ceive the problem not to lie in 
the program itself, but in the 
Administration, more specifi-
cally in their failure to imple-
ment this program. 
Why has the Administration 
toyed with this program, and 
the human beings who have 
planned their lives and futures 
around it, for such a long, Jong 
time? Most of us who have 
been interested in this pro-
gram have been looking for-
ward to its institution for at 
least two years---twp whole 
years! 
The program was never ac-
cepted for implementation by 
the Administration. At the 
same time this program has 
not been "cancelled"; it has 
been "postponed," and is be-
ing pushed into oblivion by ne-
glect. What is being referred 
to is an Administrative non-
decision, s typical bureacratic 
device (The Delay Game). The 
Administration has suggested 
freeing itself from a "time 
pressure," postponing indefi-
netly the decision that would 
either create or destroy our 
valid educational experience, 
an experience we pay good 
money for. What we as stu-
dents are being denied, ac-
cording to the Administra-
tion's myn _wor~s, .i~ ap "a~a-
demically sound and intellec 
tu ally exciting program:" If 
the Administration agrees to 
the academic worth and edu-
cational value of a program 
that has proven itself twice be 
fore (in 1974 and 1975), why 
can't we have this program 
next Spring? We believe they 
simply don't care to bother 
with this program. If they re-
ject one, they can reject them 
all. Less paperwork, hassle~, 
headaches and less work; 
nobody like~ extra burdens. 
But those "extra burdens" 
arc not extra; that is precisely 
what they are paid to do! Our 
tuition dollars (need we be re-
minded how expensive) pay 
their salaries! Don't they have 
a responsibility to do their 
jobs? The point is, we pay ad-
ministrators (top dollar at 
that) for just these kinds of 
things. That is to say we pay 
them to deal with these mat-
ters when they arise, and not 
at their leisure. The amo~t of 
time they have taken already 
and the amount of time they 
have taken thus far, is quite 
obvious and most typical of 
Administrative behavior. They 
love the word continuing, "we 
are continuing searching high 
and low for what we don't care 
about in the middle." What 
they don't care about is us, the 
student body. We have been 
their fools in the middle en-
tirely too Jong. As the end of 
each school year goes by, and 
the Administration successful-
Ju delays in doing anything 
constructive for the students 
that support them, hundreds 
of people graduate having· 
been denied the kind of educa-
tional opportunity their dollars 
deserve. This is a very serious 
cycle that only students get 
the blunt ena of. 
The only reason Frank Fal-
cone has given concerned stu-
dents for cancelling this pro-
gram is that the budget for 
it was excessive. We went di-
rectly to Dr·. Elbrecht· and con- f 
fronted her with this issue. 
She defended her budget, and 
showed that this program is 
self-supporting. So if she is 
not responsible as the Admini-
stration suggested, for the 
cancellation of this program, 
who is? 
As students, what do we 
have to do to get the kiIJd of 
education our dollars deserve? 
It is completely ironic that we 
have to do anything. That is, 
to go out of ,our way, away 
from our studies, to get this 
program (and others like it) in 
the first place. THERE ARE 
NO PROBLEMS WITH THIS 
PROGRAM. NONE WHAT-
SOEVER. Our problem,as stu-
dents of Ithaca College,, lies 
in getting cooperation from 
the Administration so as to 
fulfill our wants and needs, 
our own interests and not just 
theirs. This includes paying 
reasonable salaries to profes-
sional people for our educa-
tion. If the Administration 
won't do this we might just as 
well do it ourselv1es. That is to 
say, to hire the professional 
people we need for our educa-
tion on our own. Are we just a 
power group fighting another radiates from those who are 
power group? Is this what we currently enrolled. Those em-
came to learn at Ithaca ployed in this i'nstitution 
·college? literally buy their food with 
If what we have to learn is tuition dollars. We have all 
how to fight the Ad- seen public reputations 
ministration, we have to use change, we no longer cast our 
our power. Power exists in votes for Tricky Dick. 
our position as students, This institution is directly 
parents, and faculty· of Ithaca dependent upon the student 
College. Everyone must first body and their parents for 
be made aware of the power financial support. This in-
existing in our position and stitution is indirectly depen-
then everyone must be made dent upon its reputation for 
aware of the kind of power potential financial support 
that can be exercised as a among our home com-
result of our position. We munities, i.e., families, frien-
must make the issues going on ds and neighbors, relatives, 
at Ithaca College touch home, high school guidance coun-
so as to involve parental selors and faculty, You Name 
opinion in the functioning of It, alumni. .. and so on. This 
this college. If we do not reveals Ithaca College's chain 
begin to take our own action, of dependence. Our power lies 
that is collective action, we in our ability to erode this 
will continue to be abused nd 'chain of dependence. That is 
oppressed, an oppression that to say, to take advantage of 
costs a lot of money. One THE POWER OF THE 
might as well attend a state VOICE. We have come to the 
school if t~ey just want to take realization of where our power 
three credit courses. lies. Have we been forced to 
This institution is dependent use our power? 
upon maintaining its current 
enrollment and its public and The Greek Program of '79 
social' reputation, whkh 
* issues Related 
Continued from page J name appeared near the top of of upper middle class support 
titude that is has preyailed a list of names selected by last and has been an adament sup-
throughout the Whaldn ad- years' junior class during a porter of the state of Isreal 
ministration; one of 'contcm- poll conducted by class ')perh~ps the second most 
ptuous neglect.' That is why president Howard Schloss. r~dst icgime ir: rhe world 
there are so few Black Moynihan was singled out bee today) so he will, in all 
professors and the last far- ause he was available on the likelyhood, be very popular 
simile of .a minority studies desired date and he only wan- with most of our parrents. 
program, the CIIS, was ted money for transp.ortation The administration, as 
abolished. Racism at Ithaca and expenses. The fact that respresented by Walter Bor-
College is a growing issue and the choice of Moynihan would ton, is "very pleased that a 
the CCLOP feels that it's im- be highly offensive to a United States Senator, former 
portant for concerned com- significant portion of our U.N. ambassador, former 
munity members to organize population did npt seem to ambassador to India, and 
and begin addressing these concern anyone 'involved in former advisor to three 
issues. The administration is. the selection process. -They presidents" is coming to 
firm, however, about not feel that we have the ability to Ithaca College. However, in 
withdrawing-their invitation. reject things we don't agre_e light of the_ controversy, it is 
. When asked how they made. with. Furthermore, they feel unlikely that . Senator 
t~ei~ sel~ct}~n._,~l!eg~. 9mcials. th~t his plusses. outweigh . his , M?r~ihan,_ ~m Ae. ~~arded on 
expla~ne~· that Moynihan 's mmuses. Moymhan has a lot . • honorary degtee. 
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* Definition of Divestment· 
Continuedfrompage IO 
issue which is b"eing discus-
sed. From my point of view, 
the issue is the involvement of 
U.S. corporations in South Af-
rica and the ultimate goal of 
the protest groups is the with-
drawal of corporate business 
from Sout Africa thereby en-
ding its intrinsic economic-
support of the apartheid sys-
tem. 
As I understand it, the pro-
test groups want their respec-
tive institutions to withdraw 
any investments held in corpo-
rations which directly or indi-
rectly support a government 
which oppresses any segment 
of its people. This reflects a 
growing concern with the so-
cial effects of economic invest-
ment. People are beginning to 
look beyond financial consi-
derations; they are -looking at 
where and how the money that 
they invest is being spent. 
People are beginning to take 
some responsibility for the 
way that their money is spent, 
a fact which I find encoura-
ging. 
However, by accepting res-
ponsibility for the investments 
he makes, the investor creates 
a serious problem for himself. 
He does not want his invested 
money to be used to support 
oppressive govern.meats, but 
many corporations which are 
good financial risks conduct 
business in such countries. 
Neither does he want to invest 
in companies which do da-
mage to the environment, but 
manv corporations which are 
* Preregistration 
Continued from page JO 
ters that should be taken care of 
well before preregistration. Part 
of the reason is that it takes time 
to process these changes. Part of 
it is that the change must be made 
wisely nd should be talked over, 
and preregistration is rushed. 
Your new advisor must know you 
well before he or she can advise 
you well-so it is difficult to assign 
you to someone new at 
preregistration. 
3. No advisor, no matter how 
good, can advise you effectively if 
you come in at the la<;t minute. 
control card signed. It may not be 
more than that to you now, but if 
you agree it should be, don't look 
upon preregistrationa as the only 
time to talk with your advisor. 
The advising system does have 
weaknesses and can be very 
frustrating to students. But im-
proving the system means that ad-
visees as well as advisors have 
responsibilities to meet. A good 
place to start is in a discussion out-
side the pressure of 
preregistration. That's when you 
are freeer to reflect on things. 
DanFutlay 
4. The key point to remember Assistant Dean 
is that advising is more than Hwnanities and Sciences 
choosing a schedule and getting a 
*Lacrosse 
Continued from page JO 
ficials at Hobart are seriously con-
sidering a move to Division I 
competition. I am in support of 
this proposal since it would 
heighten competition in both 
divisions. 
"Bombermania" is great and 
and there is a good lacrosse team 
right in your own back yard. But 
if you want to see a great lacrosse 
team you still must travel to the 
other hill. 
should be enjoyed by all. A good Steven A. Radi 
team is something to be proud of Cornell '77 
~ anks to BOC 
To The Editor: 
I am writing in thanks to the 
Ithaca College Bureau of Con-
certs for the splendid job they 
did this past semester. They 
have given us · five concerts 
this semester and hopefully 
we will see an outdoor concert 
this Sunday. I don't think the 
student body is aware of the 
time that was put in to bring 
entertainment into Ithaca by 
Jeff Patack, Mark Felix, Min-
dy Appel, Tom Carr and the 
other members of the Bureau 
of Concerts. I'm writing to 
thank those people. 
Jeff Arkin 
Racism Rally Today 
The Student Aliance Against 
Racism will hold a rally at 
12:00 noon today in frsmt of 
Goldwyn Smith Hall at Cor-
nell University. The theme of 
the rally will be Corporate In-
terest and Racism in South 
Africa and Cornell: same 
struggle, same fight. The 
ralliers intended to address the 
trustee committee meeting 
which has since been can-
celled, because only five out of 
twenty trustees arc planning to 
attend. · 
good financial investments are 
also polluters. Being a social-
ly conscious person, this in-
vestor does not want to invest 
his money in any business 
which may at times engage in 
activities which violate his 
personal social and moral 
values. Unfortunately, this 
leaves very few sound finan-
cial investments to choose 
from. Money has to be inves-
ted somewhere. 
A corporate shareholder is 
not a powerless non-entity. 
The purchase of a share of 
stock also buys the right to 
vote on corporate matters on a 
one-vote-to-the-share basis. 
There are procedures for brin-
ging maters of corporate poli-
cy to a vote of shareholders 
which provide shareholders 
with the opportunity to ex-
press their opinions on compa-
Continued from page /0 
one of them was able to scrape 
together the thousands of dollars 
required for legal help. A union 
would offer all aggrieved faculty 
an arbitration process with a 
guarantee of legal counsel._ 
In recent months, the ad-
ministration announced that a 
number of positions in HPER, the 
Library, Music and other schools 
were being converted to 
"professional staff." Incumbents 
uy policy and to attempt to 
make changes. Granted, the 
influence of an individual 
shareholder may be small con-
sidering the fact that officers 
of corporations frequently 
hold hundreds of thousands of 
shares themselves, but insti-
tutional shareholders can 
make themsleves heard. For 
example, Eastman Kodak put 
an item on its ballot concer-
ning its involvement in South 
Africa. The item was placed 
on the baJlot by a group of 
churches, all of which held 
Kodak stock in their invest-
ment portfolios. Colleges and 
universities can exert similar 
influence with the share which 
they hold. 
If Ithaca College or any o-
ther institution sells its hol-
dings in corporations which do 
business in South Africa, it 
* Fireside 
of this new rank would lose such 
rights as promotions and sabbatic 
leaves. Faaculty members 
deplored their being shut our of 
these decisions on personnel, 
which have already seen the 
creation of 107 part-time teaching 
slots filled by second-class citizens. 
The majority of the faculty 
were not faz.ed by horror stories of 
unions pressing irresponsible 
demands or waging strikes. They 
will lose its power to work to-
wards changes in corporate 
policy. Shares will be pur-
chased by investors who are 
not concerned with social 
problems in South Africa or 
even in this country and the 
corporations will conduct bu· 
siness as usual. 
It is interesting to note that 
the protest groups say that 
they want their colle.ges and 
universities to "divest" them-
selves of investments in those 
corporations which do · busi-
ness in South Africa. In their 
attempt to free themselves 
and their institutions from fi-
nancial involvement with com-
panies engageci in business 
with South Africa, they are re-
jecting one of the best chan-
nels which is open to them to 
effect change. 
Douglas S. Clapp 'Cinema '7~, 
knew that the present trustworthy 
faculty leadership wouid be 
available to bargain collectively, 
that they would be joining the 
growing number of professionals 
who have been choosing uniond, 
and that only about I percent of 
negotiations ever lead to strikes. 
The promise of regaining their 
self-respect convinced faculty of 
the need to say yes to collective 
bargaining. 
Peer Resource Center ,-
To the Editor: 
Lots of good thing have 
been happening at the Peer 
Resource Center these last few 
weeks: films, speakers, 
workshops, etc. But many 
people are still unaware of our 
existence. Located in the 
basement of Rowland Hall, 
the Center is a great place to 
study finals if the chapel is too 
crowded. Housed there is our 
alternative library as 
well.. .need information for a 
paper which is not available in 
the college library? You just 
might it here. · 
The Peer Resource Center is 
also having an end-of-the-year 
book drive to supplement our 
library. Book dropott boxes 
are located in the Gannett 
Center, in the Office of Cam-
pus Activities and in the 
Towers. We'd welcome any 
donations of books which you 
have no more use for. Of 
special interest are books on 
politics, psychology, religion, 
etc-. 
Peer Resource Center· 
Scoones to Head Grad Studies 
William A. Scoon'!S of 109 
Elston Place, Ithaca, has been 
"appointed Acting Dean of Grad-
uate Studies and Continuing 
Education at Ithaca College, it 
was announced by Ithaca College 
President James J. Whalen. 
The post, previously termed 
a directorship, will include ex-
panded responsibilities for co-
ordinating programs of teacher 
training. A search for a perma-
nent dean will open in the fall .. 
During the 1977-78 academic 
year, Scoones served as Acting 
Dean of the Business School and 
Director of Institutional Re -
search and Planning. He joined 
the Ithaca College faculty in 1969 
as an assistant professor of 
education. He became chairman 
of that department and an assoc-
iate professor in 1971. In 1973, 
he was appointed assistant pro-
vost. Scoones is a graduate of 
Hamilton College and was a-
warded his master's degree and 
doctorate by Cornell University. 
Speech Prof Honored 
Sandra Fish, assistant pro-
fessor of speech at Ithaca Col-
lege, has been chosen as a 
Danforth Associate, a six-year 
appointment designed to encour-
age effective teaching and to 
humanize teaching and learning 
in the campus community. 
The appointment also pro-
vides her with the opportunity to 
design programs aimed at un-
dergraduate education. "I am 
interested in developing ideas on 
working directly with values in 
teaching," she explains. "I think 
one reason for my selection is 
that I have a strong sense of the 
values orientation in the areas I 
teach -· c~mmunication theory, 
interpersonal communication 
and feminist studies." 
As a Danforth Associate, 
Fish will be eligible to apply to 
the Danforth Foundation for 
support funds for programs she 
initiates at Ithaca College 
New Research Direc1to1r 
~ 
Gail F. Hogan of 904 N. 
Tioga Street, Ithaca, has been 
Senio:fs Settle A . appointed Director of Institu-CC O Ull ts tional Research_ and Planning at Ithaca College, 1t was announced 
by Ithaca College President -
Hogan obtained her doctor-
ate in 1976 in educational psych-
ology and statistics; completed 
her master's degree in 1969 and 
was graduated summa cum laude 
from an undergraduate English 
Honors Program, all at the State 
University of New .York at 
Albany. Her major field is 
learning and human develop-
ment. 
sity of New York; an education 
aide for the Bureau of Research 
in Higher and Professional Edu-
cation at the New York State 
Department of Education; and a 
consultant on two federally-fund-
ed projects administered by the 
NYS School of Industria1 and 
Labor Relations at Cornell Uni-
versity. 
Seniors are reminded that have their diplomas held at the 
their accounts must be settled in Bursar's Office on graduation 
full n~ later than Friday, May day. 
l~h. m order to receive their Senior security deposits will 
d1p~omas at graduation. All be mailed out in late June .. The 
seniors who have not cleared checks, made payable to the 
their ~~dent act!ounts, received student. will be sent to the 
~ exit 1~terview for their Na-. student's home necessary to 
.tiona1 ·D1:ect _Studen_t, Loans, request the deposit in advance. 
James J. Whalen. 
S~ has served as Assistant 
Director of Institutional Re -· 
search and Planning at Ithaca 
College since March, 1977 and 
will replace William Scoones who 
has been appointed Acting D.ean 
of Graduate Studies and Con-
Previously, she was a re-
search analyst in the Office of 
Institutiona1 Research for the 
centra1 staff'of the State Univer-
Just beffore taking her post 
at Ithaca College. Hogan had 
been an aide to the President's 
Commission on Self-Government 
a.t Cornell linil/ersity .... :' 1 1 ! 
' 
~d/orpaid!~~lf!P,P,O~~:~!JJa.,v,'ilJ u: ~ .. ,.a,·, . .,:, .,., ,· ... ,., ' , t!~1,1i.~~J:du~~~ion :1~ ,t~~ {1>\le&e;, 
.1 .. '!· .-
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The Lighter Side 
The Zoo 
by Barbara Tanham 
Acahti Zoo is located in a 
small town, North Pole, in the 
beautiful Finger Lakes region 
of upstate New York. the 
down-to-concret institution is 
conveniently isolated from the 
town itself by a massive hill 
which is trav,eled rarely by 
anyone except those who live 
and work on the grounds. 
The majority of the animals 
are of aii"Integrated northern 
breed who are generally 
referred to as "JAPS". 
"PREPS", "JOCKS", 
"HEADS", and "DEAD 
HEADS" are among the 
minority groups which exist 
and interact. They are 
sychronous; it seems 
astonishing that different 
species can live together and 
be so totally unaware of the 
others' existence. The unique 
system of communication of 
Acahti Zoo clearly shows that 
this lack of awareness is suc-
cessful in this type of 
heterogeneous atmosphere. 
Particular members of these 
different species show 
superiority in that they are 
more easily recognized than 
others. For instance, certain 
J APS are distinguishable by 
their perfect appearance and 
their distinct method of com-
munication, "sex appeal 
through the accent." 
Schools of different training 
areas, i.e., Music, Com-
munication, are divided into 
numerous departments. Thses 
divisions allow the care takers 
to directly observe, influence, 
and communicate with the 
animals. 
The orgamzation is tight. 
The animals and the 
caretakers harmonize well 
together mainly because many 
caretakers are becoming 
liberated from the popular 
myths about the generation 
gap. They are like by the 
animals because of their 
tALENT TO "insult our in-
telligence." The caretakers, 
through encouragement, 
acquire affectionate 
nicknames from the animals, 
but with whom the names are 
not shared. Unfortunately, 
there have been. a few cases in 
which the relationship between 
some animals and caretakers is 
intimate and sacred. This type 
of behavior is strongly sup-
pressed, however, so it is not a 
problem to the community. 
A supreme example of the 
community's smooth 
organization is in an event 
celebrated twice durning the 
migration period or once a 
semester. The three to 
five days over which the 
ceremonies take place is called 
''registration''. Tremendous 
crowds gather days in advance 
to take part in the ritual of 
recieving autographs from 
distinguished caretakers. The 
mob usually becomes delight-
fully out of control very early 
in the celebration. It is during 
this period that the animals 
unite as a stampede of wild 
animals who prove to be equal 
to the group of caretakers in 
the efficiency of their 
organizations. 
The services offered to the 
animals are part of the bond 
that keep the institution run-
ning smoothly. The Health 
Clinic is known for its great 
concern of the patients. This 
concern is expresses in a 
variety of ways. First, the 
telephone, an instrument that 
enhances communication, 
provides immediate service to 
those who suffer from any 
ailment. The caretaker at the 
clinic, known as a "nurse", 
encourage the patients that the 
ailment is not serious, thus one 
could, __ more often than not, 
The setting of the zoo is 
unique. Its isolation from the 
town and the weather con-
ditions are prime examples of 
the institution's more 
favorable features. Perhaps 
this is ·why the various anjmals 
flock to the zoo for the nine 
month migration period every 
year. They seem to be attrac-
ted to the fact that the area is 
the only one of its kind; it 
recieves the third least amount 
of sunshine than any other 
area in the country. Known as 
"th armpit of the nation", the 
atmospere at the zoo is 
typically gray, wet, and cold. 
The winter, the season that 
provides the animals with the 
ideal antidote for depression, 
is generally cofe. the snow at-
tracts a distinguished breed of 
"Snow Bums". In addition to 
the benefits of the snow itself, 
beautiful rivers form in the 
town and other lover 
elevations as the thaw begins. 
The thaw lasts for an in-
definite period of time which 
adds to the growning an-
ticipation of spring. The zoo's 
Health Clinic expressed the 
community's pride in the fact 
that though Spring Fever is an 
epidemic that returns an-
nually, the spring that causes 
the fever never materializes as 
it does in other unfortunate 
areas. 
Ma Bell 
by Ross Hindley bought all these foreign sports 
cars· and drove them real fast 
and kept trying to make it with 
everybody's father. Our 
mothers all told us to hang up 
on her if she ever called and 
that we should be really 
careful because she liked 
children even more than dad-
dies and she had already taken 
lots of people's first born. 
Then Mrs. Telephone started 
trying to give us this candy, 
but we all knew not to take it 
or she would make it with us. 
Like one time this real jerk 
named· Andrew Watson took 
some. Mrs. Telephone was 
driving a foreign sports CDlr, 
and she saw Andrew at recess 
and told him she would give 
him all this candy if he would 
come sit in her car so he did. 
After that, everyday she would 
"die over the weekend". This 
method of medical practise 
is known as "survival of the 
fittest". The zoo attracts 
many common diseases which 
may or may not be popular to 
the animals; nevertheless, the 
Health Clinic has yet to be 
caught off guard. Convenient 
"Cold Kits" are prepared 
daily equipped with coach 
poison (both liquid and pill 
forms), and throat ointment. 
The kit serves as a cure for the 
common cold symptoms as 
well as numerous other 
ailments and diseases. 
Agas, the food service 
provided at the institution, is 
another admirable feature of 
the zoo. Favorites like raw 
meat are served for the many 
carvinores; mushrooms and 
onions satisfy the appetites of 
the herbivores, while -potato 
chips serve as filler or the main 
course for the JUNK FOOD 
JUNKIES as well as many 
others. 
The Student Activities is a 
service which encourages the 
animals to partake in the 
wait by the playground and at 
recess, Andrew would go sit in 
her car and eat candy. Pretty 
soon he got addicted. One day 
she drove away with Andrew 
and we never saw him 
anymore. 
Me and my brother Billy 
decided to investigate for our-
selves, so one night on 
Halloween we went to Mrs. 
The structured, but relax 
atmosphere created by the 
massive towers, the spaced 
terraces, and other prison like 
buildings, known as "dorms", 
attract primates with classic 
'1ehavioral patterns. The 
There was once 'this lady 
that lived down the street from 
us. Her name was Mrs. 
Telephone, but she let us all ' 
call her Ma Bell. She was real 
nice. She wollld always say, 
"hello" and "may I help 
you?", and smile alot. then 
one day, she brought this fun-
ny man with a red striped top 
hat to live with her. That's 
when everything messed· up. 
All of our parents started 
hating her because they said 
she was making it in sin, and 
pretty soon she had to move 
away into this bigx.,piansion 
that cost lots of money. 
·Because she was so lonely she 
Cloning At Cornell 
\sons for this are significant 
·erms of the unity of the 
,bers of the zoo complex. 
by Jeff Sawyer professors to hotel 
The town oCithaca has for management courses. I.C. of-
years been blessed with the ficials roved the Cornell cam-
presence of two fine in- pus in search of a solution. 
Ml.ckey Mouse gets Jealous stitutions 0~ hig,her learning: Something was amiss, but for Cornell Umvers1ty and Ithaca years the answer evaded them. 
- • • College. These two havens of Sciece? Mathematics? 
of Bart Starr at Family Picnic advanced knowledge exist History? Then, at last, it 
· together, relatively peacefully, came: beautiful women. 
by Jim Nevius much money. 
We all filed out of the 
In a separate section of the chapel, eyes blinking, acting 
old chapel, sitting in the large, from the sharp sunlight, while 
dark, wooden chair, hands eyeglassed professeurs, tall 
clasped and head bent down- and old, discussed and 
ward in prayer, or else in laughed - about what we had 
thought, was Bart, the 'human no idea; we were mysteriously 
remnant of his family's for- divorced from their private 
tune. He had the most, lives. They existed only as 
everyone knew that - the most metaphors, ancient sculptures 
money, the best women, the hanging high on the facade of 
sharpest mind - yet there he a great cathedral. .. They told 
was, just like m·e, sitting, his you a story, a story that one 
eyes closed. I thought about must accept, never a question. 
him for a while, and the organ Sometimes, however, we did 
music bellowed, reverberated ask questions, receiving frien-
throughout the chapel, the dly, yet dominant answers af-
sound, great gusts of wind, ter a polite and systematic -
then flowing like soft water yes sir. Sir ws the key; if you 
around stone pillars; I was could develop that habit early 
biting my nails, not too long, enough, you were a step/ahead 
however, before classes. What of the others, not much of a 
.was there .(or. me? Certainly step, but a signigicant one. 
on either side of the town's Cornell had no beautiful 
.hills. Some time ago, officials women! Female students 
of both schools recognized the schlepped about, clad in inch-
benefits that might be realized thick spectacles and L.L. 
should the schools unite in Bean boots, never even stop-
their efforts. ping to light the proverbially 
Cornell, on the one hand, sensual cigarette. A stroll 
had to offer all the trappings through the campus late at 
of an Ivy-league school; night revealed male students 
qualified professors, diver~e lying distraught on their beds, 
programs and invigorating starting discontentedly at 
competition were available to Playboy foldouts plastered to 
any Ithaca College student their ceilings. 
who chose to enroll in a course If' there was but one thing 
on the other hill. Yet, officials the officials knew, it was that 
wondered: what could the Ithaca College admissions ·of 
comparatively young and high cheekbones, tanned 
weak Ithaca College offer in thighs and firm young breasts 
return? For some time, Ithaca have evolved? Certainly not 
College authorities, not wan- _ by chance. Male students at 
ting to slight the Ivy, searched J.C. needed constant remiri-
for an Achilles' heel in the big ders to stop drooling before 
university's anatomy. They · they ruined their pants. Blond 
found none. . Cornell had hair. darkskin and. impeccable 
e_verythh1g' . ', fro~~ 1 -•• - PhD, . ffg'ur~ . danced daily, P':,fpre 
·nothing :for Bart - he .h~ too.·· ?- .... ,., ;/II.' ,> "' • :I. . 'I' • 
their eyes; yet just across tow 
the Cornell males had none of 
this. Officials immediately 
strove to export some of the 
abundant beauty and pay off 
their debt; to their dismay, 
Ithaca women inexplicably 
had no interest in attending 
the hard working, studious 
Cornell. Again the authorities 
sank into despair until, one , 
day, a Cornell medical 
professor discovered the 
solution: cloning. One by one 
the best of the Ithaca College 
woP1en were cloned at Cor-
n ell's school, and their 
replicas set loose on the ivy-
covered campus where they 
merely had to strut flimsily 
· about. 
To this day, the two schools 
have been satisfied with the 
exchange. There remains, 
however. a minor problem. In 
reconstructing the perfect. all-
inclusive double of the Ithaca 
College woman. Cornell of-
ficials have been unable to 
overcome one final obstacle: 
· How ·does one clone a 
Firebird? 
'-.' .. 
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T~e Lighter Side 
Where do yougofro,n here? 
By Chester Freeland Caswell, III 
Aside from the many accep-
ted pursuits, there are uncon-
ventional ambitions among 
this year's seniors. There are 
batches of bankers, several 
social workers, tons of 
travelers, an analogous 
amount of advertising agents, 
several instances of securities 
investors, plenty of people 
going on papa's payroll, and 
gaggles of grad students. 
"I don't know" was a 
common retort among those in 
liberal arts majors. Business 
and TV-R majors seemed to 
havve the most confidence 
about their prospects and are 
the largest number of people 
who have positions confirmed. 
The spirit of optimism has 
invaded all schools 
nonetheless. Tammy Christal 
won't stop until she is curator 
of the metropolitan museum 
and is upset that people don't 
always take her seriously. 
Another rather far-flung 
young man is entertaining 
notions of, "Cutting off the 
souls of my shoes, sitting in a 
tree, and learning to play ~he 
flute." 
One somewhat bemused 
"fellow threatened to, "Go off 
into the Alberta woods." 
Later he reconsidered and 
ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
Question: On a scale of 1-10, 
could you please rate your 
total experience at Ithaca 
College and give a brief 
reason for your rating. (This 
week's question was asked of 
Seniors only,) 
' 
., 
Heidi Brown, Drama 
worse 6-The quality of education 
Scott Roseff, Bio. 
8-1 think that I've learned 
what I came here to learn. It 
prepared me for what I'm 
going into in the future-
Medicine. 
here stinks!~-
··;1,~, !-,, 
. '1 \ ' 
.r. ' 1;, 
thought of being, "a Venician 
gondalier," but dismissed that 
too on the grounds of ex-
cessive, "decadence." Off 
course, this class isn't short of 
cranks who are dedicating 
themselves to the further study 
of entropy, perpetual motion, 
or inertia. 
Clearly the class of '78 is 
leaving Ithaca College every 
bit the group of individuals 
they were when they entered 
the school. One can't help but 
be impressed by the articulate 
expression of their plans. 
They are to be praised for not 
lashing out at people as they 
are asked for the umptee[!th 
time, "Well graduate, What 
are you doing with your lif~ 
now that you are out ot 
school&'' 
The polls concur that there 
are better prospects for this 
years graduates than previous 
classes. I wonder if they're 
hiring. To be sure, there is a 
plcace for anyone who looks 
hard enough. Who says tht 
one has to do anything? Most 
people don't stick with one job 
their whole life through. If 
you can't find a job, then 
make one up. Let's all go 
down to the sea, and let our 
spirits wander free. 
A Senior's last Request 
By Beth Kitzen 
Afetr being rejected from male and female genital 
magazines and readings and organs. Then remembering 
class presentations because of how people recommended that 
its "vulgar" language, this I not read this poem at the 
peom will now make its public event, I present this piece to 
debut. And after attending the you. Too many people believe 
recent applied ·writing that sex, described with 
program's recent bacchanal disgust and depression, is true 
and listening to much prose poetry, and that sex, described 
and poetry about "blood" lightheartedly and in fun, is 
and explicit description of vulgar. 
This is a take-off on a 
previou_sly publ_jshed work. 
The Birth of A Candy Bar 
I'd like to tell you a very sweet story about the birth of a 
candy bar. 
There were Three Musketeers, one of which was named 
Mr. Goodbar. He wanted, shall we say, a Bit-a-Honey. He 
spotted from afar Mrs. Hershey, known for her wild and 
passionate Kisses. So, he asked her to go behind the Power 
House on Fifth A venue for a little Marathon. 
Once they were there, he unwrapped her Reese's Cups and 
started feeling her Mounds. Thinvas pure Almond Joy. She 
let out a Snicker as his Butterfinger slid up her Milky Way. 
She screamed, "Oh, Henry!" when he whipped out his 
$100,000 bar. (We won't mention anything about a Charles-
ton Chew). Then she squeezed his Chunky. A veritable Milk-
shake emanated from his Zagnut. Unfortunately, she had No 
Jelly. Nine months later, a Baby Ruth. 
Friends, Comrades, Peerper-
sons: 
Due to a serious shonge of 
Zany Marxist tycoons to 
finance our extensive 
revolutionary activities -(i.e. 
un-dinner party like stufO, the 
TLA has decided to float a 
People's bond issue. These 
are 11.6 percent coupon 
debentures maturing in 1984 
(ahh but of course). We (Buzz 
"ripemto" Ribbons, our 
fearless leader) and myself 
propaganda minister P. "the 
Jackel" (i.e. Carlos Pud) thus 
urgently implore the J.C. 
community to INVEST!! 
We emphatically deny any 
connection to the running dog 
coftnter-revolutionary lackeys 
responsible for the abduction 
and subsequent roasting and 
eating of Dick "B.M.O.C." 
Aplenty's (i.e. BIG bone) first 
born male child (such is the 
sexist environment we inhabit) 
this was mere counter-
terracesisum designed to win 
sympathy for Aplenty's gun-
boat diplomacy. While we 
empathize with those tools of 
the administration who ate 
this vile flesh (it's actually 
much better boiled with 
potatoes and parsley) we do 
not condone their actions. 
This may be our final com-
munique the secret police are 
hot on our trail. ... in fact a car 
just pulled up outside .... 
p.s. all space cadets: final 
conciousness-raising sessions 
will be held soon, 
B.Y.0.L.S.D. Sign up soon! 
With a bit of broccoli and 
stewed tomatoes umm 
delicious. 
'Curt Westerg~a~d, Gen.Stu: 
Hobbit, Phys. Ed. 
JO-I don't see why everyone 
complains about Saga-'1 think 
its great' 
IO-I've tried to keep it at a 
I 0, though the apathy, costs 
and the Japs I've encountered 
have lowerd it to a 6 at times. 
It's not what the college has 
been, but what I have made it-
it!l''been a great self-generated 
education. 
April Kane, Ed. Comm. Marj Brown, Pol.. Kim Koehler, Rec. 
S-l'm primarily just in- 7-All the conflicts · and 10-I've gotten out of 
,,, 
Jay Bobbin, TV-R ·, ~~~-:-... .... 
valved in Senior'Activities and struggles that I have been in- Ithaca the education that I 
never anything e~se but I've volved in here have increased came here for. I found ample 
gotten a lot of experience from my level of consciousness opportunities to achieve 
the Communicat_i~ns. D~pt. '~- ., =!~~.f~O~~--~~~r~c~~. ~~~h-~ ',ereryt~~~f~ wa~~~~. t?; I )·J > 
~ • I K1 
_, ·YtL~\:'\: 
Peter Brickman, TV-R · ·'" 
9-The only major problem 
has been when Corey Taylor 
orders ice cream instead of 
pizza on Wednesday night. 
10-The experience that I got 
in the field that I'm entering , I 
couJdn't have gotten anywhere 
:·! else{ ;~/ , 1:f'l! 1·i": ~:1 r·l:i;,1, 
4 : 
i. ,, 
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Belly Dancing Taught at I. C. 
by Preston Stewart 
Oriental Dance, commonly 
known as BelJy dancing, can 
be "exotic, relaxing, and a Jot 
of fun" says Lois White. Lois 
has been teaching belJy dan-
cing as an extra University 
course for the past two semes-
sters. Although no J.C. stu-
dents are currently enrolled, 
the course still remains popu-
lar with people downtown. 
Lois, a native Ithacan, got 
her start when she was in Cali-
fornia with a few of her 
friends. According to Lois, 
she and her friends were wor-
king when one of them said· it 
would be a lot of fun to belly 
dance. They all agreed. An 
ad was put in the paper and 
they soon found a suitable tea-
cher. Lois has been dancing 
ever since. 
Belly dancing, to say the 
least, is arousing. As Dah-
Jend, a famous belly dancing 
teacher from Chicago, once 
said, "The dance is provoca-
tive but promises nothing." 
"It's one big art," Lois 
says, "it's just as much thea-
ter as a Broadway play.'' but it 
is up to the individual dancer 
what she makes of it. Some 
dance to be sensual while o-
thers dance for exercise. Still 
others Jove to see the expres-
sion on peoples' faces when 
they come ·out in their cos-
tumes and shimmy around the · 
floor, explained Lois. · 
"Costumes," Lois says, 
"can be as revealing as you 
like, from completely covered 
to a two piece ... They are de- ·:;:::·,·~,'f,,: 
l},~th Aipi-:!.~n 
Why is it that every time the - 1um, for a program billed as "An 
movie "Harold and Maud" comes Evening with Ruth Gordon." 
to Ithaca the lines stretch beyone Althought the current col-
those of "Star War" infamy? lege generation may know Gor-
Partly it is because the don best for her portrayal of 
movie itself is so special; it is a Maud and for her Academy 
love story centered on the rela- A ward winning performance in 
tionship between an aging wo- "Rosemary's Baby," she has -
man and a young man. But it is worked primarily in American 
also because of the actress who theatre for almost 60 years. 
made the movie speical. Her first appearance on 
Now that actress, Ruth - stage came at the age of 19, when 
Gordon, is coming to Ithaca she played the part of Nibs in 
College. She will appear on the "Peter Pan" at the · Empire 
campus at 8:30 pm, Saturday, Theatre in New York. Since 
April 29, in Ford Hall Auditor: then she has gone on to appear in 
*Ma Bell 
TeJephone's big mansign _f_o_!_ 
trick-or-treat. She answered 
the door and said, "yes, may 
J help you?" and was still real 
nice. She brought us in and 
showed us around, and then 
we went dewn to the basement 
where she has all the candy. 
When we got there, there was 
this little old man all tied up in 
this chair. Me and Billy knew 
it was the man in the red 
striped top hat that Mrs. 
Telephone had been making it 
with in sin, but she said it was 
just her Uncle Sam visiting in 
his Halloween costume. She 
told us that he was ·all tied up 
because he was being 
Soon 
at least 54 plays and 13 movies as 
well as making numerous televi-
sio~ movies and appearing in 
various television series. 
l\hough Gordon is best -
known as an actress she is also a 
dramatic author. She co-author-
' ed the screenplays for "Man an~t' 
Wife," "Adam's Rib," "A Double 
Life," "The Marrying Kind" and 
"Pat and Mike," with Garson 
Kanin, her second husband. 
Gordon's appearance at Ith-
aca College is sponsored by the 
Student Activities Board and its 
free and open to the public. 
punished. She gave us all this 
candy and said i.f we didn't 
want it, to push it down Uncle 
Sam's throat because she was. 
punishing him. Later, our 
parents said that it was good 
we didn't eat it ourselves 
because it probably had razor 
blades in it. · 
signed to enhance your move-
ments. It makes you look 
graceful, flowing." Imitation 
coins are sewn on to the cos-
tu.me to add sound to the 
movement. Costumes with 
coins date back to early beJly 
dancing days. If you were a 
, good dancer people would 
throw coins at your feet. 
These were sewn on to the 
costume. The more coins you 
had, the better and more desi-
rable dancer you were. 
Costumes also include fin-
ger symbols which a dancer 
must master before she can be 
considered skillful. Lois 
claims that timing the symbols 
with your movements and the 
music is a Jot more difficult 
than it sounds. 
· Lois points out that the 
dance reflects the music play~ 
ing plus the emotional state 
the dancer is in. "It's good for 
. the head," Lois said. "A Jot is 
getting into the music. Some-
times, it seems like you've for-
gotten the audience is there." 
Lois and many of her stu-
dents do free dancing for cha-
rity sucha s senior citizen or-
ganizations or hospital 
groups. But they say that they 
would. love to dance for a frat 
party or other profit organiza-
tions for pay. "It certainly li-
vens up the party" one stu-
dent said. 
Lois will be teaching Belly 
Dancing as an extra University 
course again in the fall semes-
ter. 
* Zoo Activities 
"weekend Ritual" either on 
the zoo's premises, in the town 
of North Pole, or away from 
the area completel)e 
Schedules of upcoming events 
are circulated regularly 
allowing the animals to plan 
ahead. The ritual performed 
every weekend is an event 
which begins Wednesday 
nights and continues Thursday 
afternoon through until Sun-
day night or later. During this 
period the animals go stark 
raving mad, indulging in 
numerous ceremonial drugs, 
beverages and musk. This 
ritual is encouraged by the 
caretakers and it allows the 
animals to dream of Yet better 
times. 
Extension J 58 is a twenty 
four hour service run by 
animals and caretakers alike. 
It is a service used primarily by 
those who drift closer and 
closer to insanity, a state of 
mind not uncommon at the 
zoo. 
dorm· cells mto snow drllts. 
This event, though it is not an 
exact reproduction, satisfys 
some animals when they break 
their backs or other favorite 
areas of the body. 
Animals that reside at the 
zoo fo the unpredictable 
periods of time are committed." 
To A Bartender 
Another beneficial feature 
of the zoo is its short distance 
to Llenroc Zoo which is well 
known for its tame animals 
and atmosphere. The animals 
It is a committment made by 
the animal him/herself or by 
other members of his/her 
family. The setting is attrac-
tive and the services con-
venient. It is an ideal place for 
the already untamed animal 
being released from the home 
for the first time because the 
atmosphere at the zoo allows 
him/her to perfect these 
behavioral habits and charac-
teristics to the extent of 
becoming totally untamed or 
wild. For the unfortunate 
tamed animal the process may 
take time. Some catch on 
quickly, adapting charac-
teristics of the untamed. 
Some, however, . prove to be 
hopeless cases who usually 
leave the zoo in a matter of 
days or weeks. Some of these 
hopeless cases are usually 
members of the various 
minority breeds. Some stay 
the entire migration period, 
but because of their con~ 
taminating effect on the rest of 
·the zoo's population, they 
never · return . to Acahti Zoo; 
"it's a rat race and the rats are. 
by Jim Nevius slice of meat for his dinner table. 
Happy faces of ecstatic bar He thinks she is stupid. He does 
people. Sweat, beer, · and - not Jove her until he removes her 
breasts, the lights on the ceiling, panties. 
a silent loved one breathes deep Eggs and butter in a teflon 
in a coffin. frying pan, a yawn, and the 
Why? She asks a drunk sound of flushing toilets ups_tairs. 
reporter who informs her - she is Flush away - the reason for a 
organic, born in the electric ·age. dying janitor's existence. She 
She has a tube connected to her thinks of things like this, only 
brain, and her navel is merely a when she eats, only when she 
sexual object. thinks. 
Stand ·up for her rights!- A Here's to your education! 
graduate, soon she'll be pregnant You thought all you had to do 
while her.dissatisfied young bus, was, tease the boys. . _N!'.>)V, you 
band htldt!. UL blJJ';'b'uhting1fot ,a; '' nllve sex on Friday nights-S heavy 
, J, ," ~ I l ; ~··. . . ' I • i . . 
breathing on the soap opera and at this zoo exceed learning ex-
daytime commercials. You can pectations as they regularly 
afford a station wagon. celebrate their happiness in an 
Here's to your V°!'O,manhood. event known as "Gorge Out". 
Porn porns and miniskirts M 
display at a football game. Go,. any animals· at the Acahti 
· Kill kill T Zoo try lo reproduce this team.go. · team, . he · . b · 
women are watching. They ntqal Y hanging from tower 
praise you, and they love it when ~w~i~niiiid~o.,,.w~s~al!'n~d..,~te~a~i~._f~-~ .. ~IMloiUiillli..' .. ' -------.. 
you arouse them. She could live ,EX T'RA · s1_n ,4 cl °V 
like that again. T :/:I L 
So many mothers, standing 
naked and wet, standing in a 
:1:e, giving birth_, breathe deep 
~ or . , , ~~~ ., . ~ .. , boys... , , , -< , , , , , , -. • • , •. , ; ~ ,l(ii/i::P ~I Ill itsfu/lP11l0pOIPnlia/ 
"' ' < J, '1 ~.A. 4 llt II 1'," ~ "\ C. 4 • " , ~ , ,. ..,, ... ·.,• .,k., ... •...,•· ;.• •' .,· ·-~· ·~"':1,,i'~• ;,;,.W,,W.ilo' &;·W,;• :,:;1·.,·'rr,;;.> ----·-· .,.·...,· .... · .... ., . .,;·.,· ., 
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Senior Citizen Day 
by Rob Eldridge 
Old folks boogied at the an- tment sponsored events 
nual Senior Citizen's Day this ra.n¥ing from archery to I 
past Friday held in the Hill m1mature golf to bowling. wt'' 
Center of Ithaca College. ~ut the most _popular attrac- , 
Well over 300 elderly people tJon ?f the ?ay was the square 
came from all across New dancing, disproving the ad-
,·~-. York State to participate in the dage that "the mind makes a 
~ events planned from 9:00 to promise that the body can't i 3:00. The Recreation Oepar- fill." 
I 
I 
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PORSCHE--1975-914-1.8 Liter. 
Silver, with appearance pack~e. 
20,000 miles, Michilen tires, 
Clarion AM-FM-Stereo-Cassettee-
CBwith motorized antenna, car 
garaged winters, car cover in-
cluded, may be seen on campus, a 
fine clean automobile, serious 
inquiries only, call 25J-1624 after 
5:00 or centrex 3176. C 
-
To Myeshers in the Clarke 
Chapter; 
The chapter is finished, but 
the book is not over. 
_thanks for the memories. 
Heyurt, 
Phil the Bowl 
Attention: 
The Bong Room, has moved 
to Pleasant, along with its in-
ventory: BB's, PBB's, BLB's, 
PLB's, .PDB's, BDB's, 
MUitiples for Greeno, MB's st 
11 :12! P2B's at 9! ' 
To the Chemun;, 
We have to stop meeting like 
this. Not really I love it! 
Love, 
The fifth 
Hey Folks, 
Yeah you! Nancy, Donna, 
jane: Cindy, F.D., Meeno, 
Dumb, Vomas, Crazy Babbs, 
Dr. Dye, Wags, Hugh, Zimin-
ski, Konnie Ratz, Bugsy, 
Ragger, Frankita, Moss, 
Sharon, Leslie, Jeanne, Faith, 
Marj, Cori,. Stephanie, Sue. 
You have all given me a great 
deal of pleasure this year. I'd 
just like to say thanx. Ilove 
you all (especially you Nanc). 
You're all very special to me. 
Ishall never forget you. 
Thanx Again, 
sea 
Dear Lemon, 
Thanks for all the fun, pop-
. corn, complaints, etc. It's 
been super. Ilo,ve you, Fuffies 
P.S. VERB! 
Dear Dimple (alias Curt), 
These have been my best days 
at I.C .... thank you for being 
you ... Have fun in laws school! 
Kisses, Kisses 
Daniela 
P.S. Yeow! 
VJF-114 
'unfortunately we met late in 
the year, but it was fun while it 
lasted. Best of luck in New 
York. I h?ve faith everything 
will work out with JF-III. 
Let's keep in touch always. 
Keep smiling. 
LJM-118 
DearD 
It's been real. 
Lemon 
Geoffrey: 
A few more weeks and we'll be 
walking down the aisle- at 
least J.C. did US gook! 
Love, 
The Bride of River Vale 
To our old man, Matthew, 
Happy Birthday- hope it's the 
best! 
All our Love, 
Ronnie, MaryBeth, Pam, 
Bruce and Fritts 
To the staff, 
Thanks for everything: 
Especially you Corey. Its been 
real. 
Pete 
Foozball Table For Sale: 
Best offer over $.I 50.00 
Call Dave 272-2674 
Garden Apt. 26-5-8 
ATTENTION 
To whoever found the silver 
zippo lighter (initials MID) in 
the snack bar Sun. night 4/16: 
I am offering a REW ARD for 
its return, no questions asked. 
I've had it five years and it 
means a great deal to me. 
Please may I have it back. It 
can also be handed in 
anonymously to the lost and 
found in the office of campus 
activities. 
Melissa, Box 046, 273-9539 or 
X575 
· Aunti Nanny - My mountain, 
you still stand towering above 
all. Bubbling with life. Con-
tinue growing. Lots of live in 
London and all the luck. 
from the mountain climber 
with the good memory 
I love you 
Felice, Preston, Frank & 
Bruce 
Have a long, restful, fantastic 
summer. We all deservr. it af-
ter this issue. Better make the 
rest last because we'll be back 
sooner than you think pullin 
all-njghters once again. 
Thanks for everything. 
Linda 
P .S. Be prepared to sell ads in 
August. .. PLEASE! 
Mr. Edward Gobrecht's Con-
ducting Class- of '79 · will 
present a band concert on 
· Friday April 28, 1978 at 4:00 
PM in Ford Hall, Ithaca 
College. Guest con.ductors will 
be Mike Allen, Holly Barish, 
Bill Cushman, Missy Mospaw 
and Wendy Haas. Admission 
free. 
Rumski: 
Only 7 more weeks till we walk 
down the aisle-· keep· those 
.fingers crossed· so we don't 
trip! 
Love, 
The Bride-to-Be from N.J. 
Connie, 
Thanks for the hike. It was 
fun. Good luck in Boston! 
D, Lemon, Linda 
WORKING ON 'CAMPUS 
THIS SUMMER? 
or if you just need a place for 
the summer, we are looking 
for a housemate to take one 
bedroom in a five bedroom 
house. 
Located on Coddington Road 
right next to campus. 
$70 per month includes 
utilities. 
Call Carol D." at 273-9865 or 
Maureen at 273-9777 
Roomates Wanted 
Male or female for Downtown 
. Jay St. house. Starts August 
Have to sell a white VW square- or sublet. 
back 1970 Great Condition Call 272-8999 Good Place, 
$400-$600 Call 272-9830 Ask Friendly People. 
for Ruth. 
' ' 1 I"', ' ... ·r1 
Roomate for fall semester 
only- to share beautiful 3 
bedroom apartment in Ithaca. 
Call 272-3035 after 5Pfyf 
Summer Sublet 
Two rooms available in 4 
b~dn:i~m ho~se. C.arp~t~d, ~ig 
k1tch"~, air cond1t10mng 
walking distance from com-
mons Call 272-7184 
Flo-
What can be said? It's been 
the best· and always will. 
Remember - "Winter:, Spring, 
Summer or Fall, all you've got to 
do is call ... 
You've got a friend," 
Lisa 
To the person who took my 
"Hearl in a Safe" drawing from 
the Art department last semes-
ter: When you look at it, I want 
you to mentally add another 
scratch. Please return it to 
Harry's office. Love.' 
Summer Sublet--116 W. 
Clinton Street 
Great downtown location. 
Rates Negotiable. Call Preston 
at 273-2885. 
To 26-4-4 and 26-4-5, 
In ~emory of: whoopie pies, the 
sound of muusic, the deer story, 
chocolate chips, hit-shot-chug,. 
Pablo,· obsessions with reputa-
tions and things that fly. mint tea 
(or was it coffee&), Saturday 
Night Black, costume parties, 
candle warmed crackei:s, Killer, 
imitations, Tucker S--:- F----. It 
was .all veerry nice, but always 
remember you can't die from 
laughing. Here's to an expansion 
of the Ap't. House TheorY,, next 
year .. 
Love, 
Bop-shu-wop and Baba Wa-
wa, 
A Public Ser~ice of this newspaper & ~he Advertising Council 
r 
Courageous people to work for no pay. Frequently the ho.ors and 
conditions are inconvenient or difficult. Occasionally even dan-
gerous. No reward, beyond the gratitude of the people you help. 
Apply at your local Red Cross Chapter . 
' • i 
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